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5 RLADs hired, will
assume roles Aug. 6
2 RLAs promoted to RLAD positions
By Jaya Narain
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Staff Reporter

Source: Forest City Zoning Petition/Kling Stubbins

A new life sciences and office building at 300 Mass. Ave. next to Random Hall, to be occupied
by Millennium Pharmaceuticals, pictured above. The city council’s vote to approve the building was
postponed to Aug. 6. Some have opposed the proposal, citing the building’s height and lack of housing.
See article, page 16. 
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UC Berkeley joins edX initiative
7 MITx, HarvardX, BerkeleyX classes offered in fall 2012
By Stephanie Holden
associate news editor

On July 24, University of California, Berkeley joined edX — the
online education venture started
by MIT and Harvard University
— and will offer online classes
in the fall. MIT has billed edX as
an open platform that universities can use to improve their oncampus education and simultaneously make courses available
to worldwide audiences. There
are seven classes set to be offered
for fall 2012, including BerkeleyX
courses “Software as a Service”
and “Artificial Intelligence.”
Berkeley professor Dan Klein

In Short

Time to move! Summer housing
for students without a fall assignment ends Aug. 12 and students
with a fall assignment can move
into their rooms Aug. 14 – 15. Early
returns can move in Aug. 16.
The Hubway Bicycle Sharing program comes to Cambridge! There
will be a station outside Building 9
by next Wednesday. Two stations
were installed in Central Square on
Monday.
The first members of the Class of
2016 will start to arrive on campus
on Aug. 21 for their FPOPs!
Zagat, the restaurant critic publisher, is hosting a pop-up lounge
in Central Square at 579 Mass. Ave.
Stop by to take a survey and get a
free drink.
This is The Tech’s last summer issue! We resume our twice weekly
publication schedule on Aug. 24.
Send news information and tips
to news@tech.mit.edu.

student input
on rlads
Collins listens to
MacGregor students’
concerns about their
RLAD. Opinion, p. 4

will be one of the instructors for
“Artificial Intelligence.” In the
seven years that he has been
teaching at Berkeley, the class
has grown to over 300 students.
This increase has forced him to
automate parts of the curriculum,
such as implementing automatic
feedback and online collaboration for projects. Despite this
development, he understands
that there are both strengths and
weaknesses in bringing material
to the Internet.
“Lectures online do trade the
immediacy of live lecture for the
careful crafting that comes from
packaging and editing, so it’s a
lot like how movies compare to

live theater: each medium has its
strengths. Another aspect of that
comparison that’s worth making
is that if you just film live theater,
you get the worst of both worlds
— it’s neither immediate nor edited — so online lectures do require a very different skill set to
do well,” wrote Klein in an email
to The Tech.
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edX, Page 7

Five candidates have just been
hired to serve as Resident Life Area
Directors (RLADs), beginning Aug. 6
in MacGregor Hall, McCormick Hall,
New House, Next House, and Simmons Hall. Two others have been
promoted from their previous position of Residential Life Associate
(RLA) when that role was discontinued at the end of this academic year.
According to Henry J. Humphreys,
Dean of Residential Life and Dining,
the housemasters of the remaining
dormitories — Baker House, Bexley
House, East Campus, Random Hall,
and Senior House — will meet with
their respective communities about
their RLADs in the early fall.
The names and dorm assignments
of each RLAD are listed in our accompanying sidebar.
Interviews for the position were
conducted from Monday, July 16
through Thursday, July 19 by groups
of students, GRTs, housemasters, and
members of the administration. Unlike GRT interviews, which are conducted on a house-by-house basis,
the interviews for RLADs were conducted in role-based groups. Several
students were selected from each of
the dorms receiving new RLADs and
put into small groups that were not
based on dorm affiliations. These
groups chatted with the 10 candidates
individually and had a chance to have
dinner with the candidates as a larger
group prior to the interviews.
Pooja L. Jethani ’15, a representative of McCormick Hall, said that students asked mostly scenario-based
questions. Based on these responses
as well the candidates’ background

and qualifications, students had
mixed opinions about the candidates.
Eli H. Ross ’14 — the president of
Simmons Hall and a representative
for Simmons in the interviewing process — said that while he thought that
most of them had “similar good backgrounds in residential life experience,” they had “weaker backgrounds
in terms of formal counseling experience,” and that since “this position to
me seems to be a response to a lack of
student support on campus, I feel that
therefore these people should have a
lot of experience in counseling.” He
added that he thought only three of
the 10 were strong candidates. Jethani
echoed that she was unenthusiastic
about the candidates beyond her top
two choices.
Students said the lack of a well-defined job description was an obstacle
during the interview process. While
the RLAD position is already well-defined in the field of higher-education,
it does not currently exist concurrently with a housemaster-GRT system. A lot of confusion arises from if
and how RLADs are expected to work
with the current support system, and
which housemaster/GRT responsibilities they would take.
Neither the students nor the candidates themselves were given a detailed role description before the interviews. As such, Ross said that many
of the candidates could not answer
questions definitively, “They had a
general idea, but they weren’t sure…
so, many times they had to answer
honestly — ‘this is what I think now
I would do, but I don’t really know
what my role is going to entail or what
my superior may tell me to do.’ This
RLADs, Page 6

Sloan buzzing with start-ups during summer
Beehive Cooperative start-up incubator houses 40 MIT-affiliated startups in E52
By Amita Gupta
In mid-May, when second-year
Sloan student Philip Cohen visited
the nearly 5000 square feet of space
on the fifth floor of E52 that would
later host 40 start-up companies,
the only furniture over there was
a 1970s style leather massage arm
chair. By June 4, 14 offices and a
common area with five large tables
had emerged to host the teams until Aug. 31.
This transformation into the
Beehive Cooperative — MIT’s largest start up incubator — represented a dire need at MIT. Earlier
this year, the Martin Trust Center
for MIT Entrepreneurship received
over 100 applications for their
Founders’ Skills Accelerator (FSA)
Contest which provided 10 MITaffiliated start-up companies with
$20,000 to pursue their projects.
Bill Aulet, managing director of
the Trust Center, tapped Cohen on
the shoulder one day while walking
out of his “New Enterprises” class,

awaiting the start of mit
A prefrosh eagerly anticipates all that
MIT can be. Campus Life, p. 13

Food as foreign policy
Does The Helmand’s food match U.S
foreign policy? Arts, p. 8

telling him about the space.
“From Day One, he was extremely supportive saying take this
and run with it,” says Cohen. From
here, the Beehive Cooperative was
formulated. An application was
put up on the Trust Center website
with a May 23 deadline and sent to
“virtually every outlet at MIT.”
Of the approximately 55 companies which applied, Cohen chose
about 40 using two criteria — each
team needed to have a high level
of seriousness with regard to their
project and at least one current
MIT student on its founding team.
An English major, a former military officer who oversaw 250 people right out of college, and an avid
musician who released an indierock album last fall, Cohen wanted
a diverse set of companies and to
ensure the Beehive was “not just a
Sloan thing.”
He got what he wanted. From
Delightfully, which provides digital
giftwrapping services, to Jamela,
an organic make-up company, Co-

Christopher A. Maynor—The Tech

The Beehive Cooperative is a startup incubator located in E52 that
houses and supports over 40 MIT-affiliated entrepreneurial teams.
hen sat down informally with each
team to better understand their
unique goals.
With a kick-off pizza lunch on

June 4, the bees got to work. On
one chalkboard there, the phrase

Nerds, nerds,
everywhere!

too many
attack ads

Two MIT students venture into nerd heaven and
obsess over Firefly.
comic-con, p. 9

Political campaigns
should focus more on
the positives.
opinion p. 5

Beehive, Page 15
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By Austin DiOrio
STAFF METEorologist

This past July has been
quite typical here in the Boston area. Based on the preliminary monthly climate report
by the NOAA, the average July
air temperature this year was
75.6°F, which was 2.1°F above
normal. Total rainfall was
3.40 inches, merely 3 percent
higher than the normal.
This typical summertime

weather looks to persist for
the rest of this week. There will
be clouds today and tomorrow with about a 1/3 chance
of rain each day. Highs today and Thursday will be in
the mid 80s, which are only
slightly above average for this
time of year. Friday looks to
be sunnier and warmer, with
a high around 90°F. Temperatures should drop a little by the
weekend as a few more clouds
roll in.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Mostly cloudy with a 30 percent chance of rain.
High 84°F. Winds becoming SW at 8 – 12 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with a 40 percent chance of rain.
Low 68°F. Winds SW at 5 – 10 mph.
Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy with a 20 percent chance of
rain. High 85°F. Low 70°F. Winds SW at 5 – 10 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny with a high near 90°F. Overnight
low of 70°F.
Saturday: Clouds and sun. Highs in the mid 80s. Chance
of showers at night with a low near 70°F.
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bipartisan support in Congress.
Even though the White House
measures were announced just
days after Romney’s comments in
Israel, officials said they had nothing to do with Romney’s statements. Both the administration’s
and congressional sanctions have
been in the works for months.
Campaign officials also said that
for all his criticism, Romney’s prescriptions for dealing with Tehran do not differ much from the
president’s.
“Romney likes to sound tougher on Iran, but when you really
delve into the specifics, there’s
not a lot of difference there from
what the administration has done
or is already doing,” said Colin H.
Kahl, a former Pentagon official
who is an adviser to the Obama
campaign. “A lot of this is Romney
describing our current policy and
masquerading it as criticism of the
president.”
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WASHINGTON — The White
House and Congress raced to impose more punishing sanctions
against Iran on Tuesday, as that
country’s nuclear ambitions resurfaced in the presidential election campaign after Mitt Romney’s
pledge to give Israel unstinting
support in its confrontation with
Iran.
The new sets of measures,
which target Iran’s oil and petrochemical sectors as well as its
shipping trade, intensify existing
sanctions intended to choke off
the revenue that Iran reaps from
its two largest export industries.
While they do not represent a
quantum leap in pressure, they
address a potential weakness in
the continuing effort: Iran’s increasingly adroit maneuvering to

0°

Pedestrian summertime
weather to persist

circumvent sanctions by selling
its oil through foreign banks or for
alternative means of payment, like
gold.
The flurry of activity on Capitol
Hill and at the White House reflects both diplomatic and domestic political calculations.
Negotiations over Iran’s nuclear program are at a standstill after
several months, leaving many lawmakers frustrated and administration officials conceding that the
pressure campaign has not persuaded Iran’s leaders to change
course.
Election-year politics have also
supercharged the political atmosphere, with Romney, the presumptive Republican challenger,
suggesting during a weekend visit
to Israel that he would take a far
tougher line against Iran than President Barack Obama. These latest
sanctions, like previous measures
against Iran, have drawn lopsided

The New York Times

W

Weather

By Mark Landler
and Steven Lee Myers

11
5

Twitter has become the default for people when they have a
complaint. Even when that complaint is about Twitter.
The company found itself at the center of a Twitter firestorm
when it suspended on Sunday the account of Guy Adams, a
British newspaper reporter for The Independent, after he had
posted complaints about NBC’s tape-delayed Olympics coverage. The posts included the email address of Gary Zenkel, the
head of NBC Sports.
On Tuesday, both Twitter and NBC backpedaled. While
Twitter officials stress that the company generally does not
monitor content, Alex Macgillivray, Twitter’s general counsel,
admitted in a statement on Tuesday that Twitter “did proactively identify a Tweet that was in violation of the Twitter rules
and encouraged them” — NBC — “to file a support ticket with
our Trust and Safety team to report the violation.”
Chloe Sladden, vice president for media at Twitter, personally apologized on her Twitter feed for the mistake. NBC also issued a statement apologizing for having the reporter’s account
suspended. Twitter then reactivated the reporter’s account.
—Christine Haughney, The New York Times

“My hunch is, somebody fell
asleep and they did not cut off the
20 megawatts,” he said. “And that’s
where you run into trouble.”
When demand on the generators runs higher than they can satisfy, they automatically disconnect
themselves to prevent mechanical
damage, and as each one drops off,
it makes a cascade more certain,
he said. The first generators would
cut out in a fraction of a second, he
said.
Mansoor noted that parts of the
Indian grid were quite modern, including a class of automatic devices
called relays that will shut down
parts of the system if they sense an
imbalance. These relays monitor the
alternating current system (which
in India is 50 cycles, compared to 60
cycles in North America).
If the frequency slows down
because demand exceeds supply,
relays will shut down power lines
or transformers, to protect the system, he said, but if they cut off too
much load, frequency will bounce
back at too high a level, leading
to a disturbance that propagates
through the system.

Obama and Congress in step
on stronger sanctions on Iran

0°

Twitter gets backlash over
reporter’s suspension

WASHINGTON — The Indian
electrical grid, said Arshad Mansoor, the senior vice president for
research and development at the
Electric Power Research Institute
in Palo Alto, Calif., is like “a whole
bunch of rubber bands.” Cutting
some, he said, might make no difference, but cutting another one
could make the web fall apart.
“You don’t know which one is
stretched, and their system is really
stretched,” said Mansoor, whose
undergraduate degree is from a university in Bangladesh and whose
master’s and PhD are from the University of Texas, Austin. The American grid has more resilience, he
said, because it has excess capacity
that can be turned to very quickly
if a single generator or power line
fails, but India is woefully short of
capacity.
The area blacked out in India is
effectively a single, interconnected
grid, which means that power is
transmitted through it almost instantaneously, as are imbalances,

W

SEOUL, South Korea — South Korea reiterated Tuesday its demand that China investigate accusations by a South Korean activist that he was tortured by Chinese security officers.
Following the assertions of the activist, Kim Young-hwan, the
Foreign Ministry also said it would interview all of an estimated
620 South Koreans known to have been held in China to see if any
of them were tortured.
Kim, 49, a campaigner for democracy in North Korea, and
three other activists from South Korea were arrested in northeastern China on March 29. They were held for 114 days on charges
of endangering national security until they were expelled on July
20. During their three-month detention, South Korean officials
said China did not provide Kim with proper access to consular
services.
The case has snowballed since Kim’s release. Last week, Kim
called a news conference at which he said he was tortured while
in China and said the Chinese authorities had tried to make him
sign a statement denying any maltreatment as a condition of his
release, something he refused to do. He has since provided South
Korean news media with details of his alleged torture, which he
said included beating. On Monday, Kim offered similar details
during an interview with officials from the South Korean government’s National Human Rights Commission.
—Choe Sang-Hun, The New York Times

explained Raj Rao, an American
electric company executive who is
a frequent visitor to India and is familiar with the system there.
Rao, who is the president and
chief executive of the Indiana Municipal Power Agency, based in
Carmel, Ind., agreed that India is
chronically short of generating capacity, a problem exacerbated by a
shortage of coal. But shortages of
generating capacity do not produce
widespread power failures; power
system operators manage those
with rotating blackouts.
The United States had an extensive blackout in the summer of
2003 that stretched from Detroit to
New York City. Rao and others cautioned that a definitive engineering analysis of the Indian blackout
would take months, as it did after
the American blackout in 2003.
But, he said, the most likely
mechanism was a botched attempt
to black out a small area temporarily. For example, he said, if the generating capacity was 120 megawatts
and the available capacity was 100,
that would require unplugging 20
megawatts of load.

The New York Times
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S. Korea demands that China
respond to torture accusation

By Matthew Wald
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Julian Castro, the Democratic mayor of San Antonio, will
deliver the keynote speech at his party’s national convention in
September, taking the role that vaulted Barack Obama to national
prominence eight years ago.
Castro will become the first Hispanic American chosen for the
high-profile speaking slot at a time when Obama is counting on
Latinos to help him win a second term in the White House.
The selection was announced by Castro himself in a video
posted by convention organizers and reported first by Univision.
“I know I’ve got some big shoes to fill,” Castro says in the threeminute video. “We’ve come so far over the past three and a half
years under Obama’s leadership. And I know he’s not done yet.
We got a lot more work to do.”
A co-chairman of Obama’s re-election campaign, Castro is a
rising star in the Democratic Party who, at 37, has been elected
and re-elected to the top job in San Antonio.
—Michael D. Shear, The New York Times

Indian electrical grid is
pressed to its breaking point

12

Latino to give keynote speech
at Democratic Convention
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By Jere Longman
The New York Times

LONDON — Larisa Latynina
won 18 Olympic medals in gymnastics for the former Soviet Union,
but she attended swimming Tuesday night. Michael Phelps was racing. He was trying to beat everyone
in the pool and Latynina’s record
as well. And when the moment
came, she knew exactly what a great
champion should do. She put on
her lipstick.
For nearly half a century, no
one approached the number of
Olympic medals that Latynina won
from 1956 to 1964. She was the first
superstar in gymnastics at a time
when womanly grace prevailed
over teenage acrobatics. But Phelps
tied her record Tuesday with a silver
medal in the 200-meter butterfly
and surpassed it with gold by swimming the anchor leg of the 4x200
freestyle relay.
Latynina joked in recent weeks
that it was time for a man to be able
to do what a woman had done long
ago. And that it was too bad Phelps
was not Russian.

“Forty-eight years is almost
enough time to hold a record,”
Latynina, who is 77, said earlier
Tuesday by phone.
Later, she attended the swimming competition with her daughter, Tatyana. They wore matching
blue shirts with RUSSIA across the
front and white slacks, laughing
when told that she still appeared fit
enough to compete.
Latynina had hoped to congratulate Phelps and present him
with his record-setting medal. But
her daughter and others said that
Olympic rules did not allow it.
It seemed a shame, a grand moment to celebrate the most prolific
Olympic champions squandered
by red tape.
But Latynina remained gracious, fanning herself in the hot upper reaches of the Aquatics Centre.
“Phelps deserves the record,” she
said through an interpreter. “He is
such a talented sportsman.”
Then Latynina smiled.
“Among women, I’m sure I will
stay No. 1 for a long time,” she said.
This year in New York, Latynina
did meet Phelps and presented

him with a medal she had won in a
Soviet-American dual meet in 1962.
She found him “very simple, smiley, lovely to talk to.” They discussed
training and, Latynina said, Phelps
acknowledged that he had wearied
of swimming and was ready to retire after the London Games.
She understood.
“I think a person should go for
sport only as long as they get pleasure from it,” Latynina said. “As
soon as they stop enjoying it, they
should stop.”
As she neared the loss of her
record, Latynina actually gained
broader attention than when she
set it. Olympic television was in its
infancy in her era, the Cold War
raged and the Soviet Union was a
closed society. It took Olga Korbut
and her defiant smiles at the 1972
Munich Games to counter the grim
stereotype of athletes behind the
Iron Curtain.
“She kind of got lost in history,” Paul Ziert, the publisher of
International Gymnast magazine,
said of Latynina. When the Soviet
Union broke up, “we had forgotten
about her.”

Rebels in Syria’s Aleppo
claim to seize police stations
By Damien Cave
The New York Times

BEIRUT — Syrian rebels said they
took control of at least two important
police stations in central Aleppo on
Tuesday, maintaining their hold on
several neighborhoods despite air
assaults and shelling from government troops.
Nearly two weeks have passed
since the fighting began for control
of Aleppo, Syria’s largest city and
commercial center, and both sides
seem to be digging in for an extended
battle.
Residents and activists said the
Syrian army was attacking from a
military base on the city’s southern
edge, while rebel commanders and
activists said they controlled eastern
sections of the city as they continued
to fight for neighborhoods near the
center of the city, and in Salaheddine, a large neighborhood in the
southwest part of Aleppo.
The larger of the two police stations that rebels claimed to have

seized Tuesday lies near the old
city of Aleppo and its ancient iron
gate. The second, smaller station is
a few miles away, and rebels and
activists described both locations as
strategic because Syrian troops had
been using them as bases, dividing
rebel fighters in the surrounding
neighborhoods.
“Since the beginning of the uprising, this criminal” — a common
reference among rebels for President
Bashar Assad — “transformed these
stations into military centers,” said
Col. Abdul Jabbar al-Okeidi, head
of the Aleppo military council of the
Free Syrian Army, the largest armed
resistance group in Syria. “There are
no more policemen, just security
forces and thugs and snipers.”
Analysts said the Syrian police
had not been generally involved in
Syria’s 17-month conflict, but police
stations — as fortified government
institutions inside neighborhoods —
have become increasingly valuable
military locations. Rebels said that
the Syrian army had been using jail

cells to hold captured rebel fighters,
while gathering troops at the stations to stage attacks or fire from the
rooftops.
The stations “also represent a
source of intelligence and a network
for information for the regime as well
as a refuge for government officials,”
said Elias Hanna, a retired Lebanese
general and an expert on the Syrian
military. “Taking over a police station means denying the government
a presence in the area, and controlling it.”
The battles for the stations appear
to have been bloody. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, an opposition group based in Britain, described the largest of the two stations
as a three-story building manned by
dozens of officers and soldiers who
were killed during a battle that lasted
between seven and eight hours. AlOkeidi said around 50 Syrian soldiers
had been captured, including a colonel — a claim, like the others involving the death toll, that could not be
independently verified.

Massachusetts aims to cut growth of
its ballooning health care costs
By Abby Goodnough
The New York Times

The Massachusetts Legislature
passed a first-in-the-nation bill Tuesday that seeks to limit the growth of
health care costs in the state.
The bill would not allow spending
on health care to grow any faster than
the state’s economy through 2017. For
five years after that, any rise in health
care costs would need to be half a
percentage point lower than the increase in the state’s gross domestic
product. Legislative leaders say the
bill, which includes other cost-slowing provisions, could save as much as
$200 billion in health care spending
over the next 15 years.
Although Massachusetts, under
Gov. Mitt Romney, became in 2006
the first state to require most residents to have health insurance — the
model for President Barack Obama’s
national health care overhaul — the
law did little to slow health care costs
that were already among the highest

in the nation. Such spending has increased 6 or 7 percent a year recently,
compared with annual state economic growth of less than 4 percent.
Gov. Deval Patrick, a Democrat,
has been pushing for a plan to rein
in health care spending, promising
that Massachusetts would show other states how to “crack the code on
costs.” He is expected to sign the bill,
which was filed just before the end of
the legislative session as a compromise plan after the House and the
Senate passed differing versions.
According to a summary of the
bill released by legislative leaders on
Tuesday, a new commission would
monitor the growth in health costs
and enforce the spending targets.
But the bill contains no real penalty
for missing the targets, and some
consumer advocates are skeptical.
“These targets have the potential
to establish a clear incentive to make
real changes that will reduce costs,
eliminate waste and improve patient
care,” Cheri Andes, executive direc-

tor of the Greater Boston Interfaith
Organization, said in a statement.
“However, to accomplish these aims
an enhanced enforcement mechanism will likely be necessary.”
The bill includes a number
of other provisions meant to cut
health care costs, including dedicating $60 million collected from
insurers over the next four years to
prevention efforts and encouraging
the creation of “accountable care
organizations,” groups of doctors
and hospitals that work together to
coordinate patients’ care.
One contentious proposal that
was not included in the final bill
would have imposed a “luxury tax”
on high-priced medical providers and would have redistributed
the money to struggling hospitals.
Past investigations have revealed
that large, prestigious providers
command substantially higher reimbursements from insurers than
do their smaller and lesser-known
peers.

Nominee for envoy to Pakistan
would focus on Haqqani network
WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama’s nominee to become the new ambassador to Pakistan said Tuesday that his top
priority would be to press the government there to take more
forceful measures against the Haqqani network, a Taliban affiliate
whose leaders, sheltered in Pakistan, have mounted a series of attacks against U.S. and other targets in Afghanistan.
The diplomat, Richard G. Olson, made the pledge at a confirmation hearing before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
where he appeared along with James B. Cunningham, the nominee
to become the new ambassador to Afghanistan.
“I will certainly, if confirmed, take it as a central responsibility
and the most urgent of my responsibilities to continue to press the
Pakistani authorities on the Haqqani network in every way possible,” Olson said.
Together, the two seasoned diplomats, both currently stationed
in Kabul, Afghanistan, would face perhaps the most complex and
unstable tangle of issues to confront any pair of U.S. envoys in the
world, a tangle in which terrorism and intrigue meet military, political and economic turmoil.
—John H. Cushman Jr., The New York Times

Russian activist charged with
embezzlement
MOSCOW — Accelerating the Kremlin’s campaign against the
country’s fledgling opposition, Russian investigators charged the
blogger and anti-corruption activist Alexei Navalny on Tuesday
with embezzlement, a crime that carries a sentence of up to 10
years. A previous case against him based on the same events was
closed this spring in Kirov by prosecutors who said they had not
found evidence of wrongdoing.
If the case progresses to an arrest or a sentence, it will signal a
shift in strategy by President Vladimir V. Putin. For the 12 years he
has served as Russia’s paramount leader, he has mainly refrained
from criminal prosecutions of activist leaders, instead sidelining
them with softer methods like short-term detentions and limited
access to mass media. But some commentators say they expect to
see more criminal cases brought against activists.
“A political decision has been made, though I don’t know for
how long,” said Gleb Pavlovsky, a former Kremlin political consultant. “Maybe the people who made this decision think it is a short
period of intimidation, which will be followed by a return to more
velvet methods. But now there is a regime in which, given a range
of choices, they are selecting the harshest.
“The system is informing us that it is changing the rules,” he
said.
Navalny, 36, rose to prominence as a protest leader in large part
because of his popular blog and Twitter feed, which he has used
to report corruption and inside dealing by Kremlin officials. Since
2010, he has faced the possibility of criminal charges related to a
state-owned timber company called KirovLes, but the charges announced Tuesday were significantly more severe.
—Ellen Barry, The New York Times

Jury recommends 30-day
sentence in military hazing case
FORT BRAGG, N.C. — A military jury recommended Tuesday
that a sergeant be sentenced to 30 days in prison for mistreating
and assaulting Pvt. Danny Chen, whose suicide in Afghanistan last
year drew attention to the standing of Asians in the U.S. military.
The jury also said the sergeant, Adam M. Holcomb, should be
reduced one rank, to specialist, and be fined $1,181.55.
Holcomb had faced a sentence of up to two years in prison, as
well as a punitive discharge.
On Monday, the jury found him guilty of two counts of maltreatment and one count of assault. But he was acquitted on charges
of negligent homicide, reckless endangerment, communicating a
threat and hazing.
The verdict was a blow to military prosecutors, who had sought
at the court-martial here to show that Holcomb’s treatment of
Chen, which the prosecutors said included hazing and racial
taunts, led directly to his suicide.
Supporters of Chen’s family expressed dismay Tuesday over the
sentencing, calling it too lenient.
During the sentencing hearing, a military prosecutor, Maj. Stephen Hernandez, told the 10-member jury of Army officers and
enlisted soldiers that they had an opportunity to help redress the
suffering of Chen, a Chinese-American from Manhattan, and other
“little people” in the military.
“You answer for that weak soldier who couldn’t have a voice,”
he said. “Danny Chen, ladies and gentlemen, is an American soldier. And today you bring justice to that American soldier.”
—Kirk Semple, The New York Times

24 Hour Fitness is said to be
on the block
The health club chain 24 Hour Fitness is for sale, people briefed
on the matter said Tuesday.
Forstmann Little, the private equity firm that owns 24 Hour Fitness, has hired Goldman Sachs to run the auction process, these
people said. Goldman will soon begin soliciting interest from potential buyers, a group that includes other fitness chains and private equity firms.
The chain is expected to fetch about $2 billion in a sale, said
these people, who requested anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss the deal publicly.
With about 425 locations, 24 Hour Fitness is the nation’s largest privately owned chain of fitness centers. A representative of the
company did not immediately respond to a request for comment.
Forstmann Little’s eventual sale of 24 Hour Fitness was expected. Once one of the world’s largest private equity funds, Forstmann
Little began winding down its operations several years ago after illtimed telecommunications investments. Theodore J. Forstmann,
the financier who led the firm, died last November at the age of 71.
—Peter Lattman, The New York Times
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Phelps tops another Olympian,
but at 77, she grins about it
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Student input heard in one RLAD debate
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Administration reverses course in eleventh hour
By Ryan Normandin
Staff Columnist

The implementation of the new Residential Life Area Directors (RLAD) system
has been fraught with all of the problems
students have become accustomed to in
recent years, particularly regarding student input.
Like other controversial proposals, the
administration rolled out this new policy at the very beginning of the summer,
when fewer students and student government officials are on campus than at any
other time of the year. It caught students
completely by surprise, as the concept of
an RLAD had been apparently dropped on
us without any prior discussions involving students. And then, the administration insisted that the system needed to be
implemented immediately in a mad rush
to cement it before students could coherently become a part of the discussion.
Per usual, they had “explanations” as
to why this all happened. They meant to
roll out the policy in the spring; however,
the administration’s postponement of the
announcement until summer appeared to
be less of an oversight and more of a strategy, especially given their habit of regularly implementing controversial policies
at the most inconvenient times for student engagement.
I had followed somewhat the developments of the RLAD drama, but my interest
was piqued considerably when I was told
that the entire first floor of MacGregor’s
J Entry, the entry of which I am a chair,
would be demolished to create an RLAD
apartment. Members of MacGregor’s
House Government (HouseComm) who
happened to be here for the summer, concerned residents, a few GRTs, and I held
a meeting.
As the smallest entry in MacGregor
at 30 residents (the largest have 48), my
entry and I feared that being cut down
to 26 — or possibly 24 — rooms would
be extremely detrimental to our entry
culture. It would also strain our ability
to accommodate handicapped students,
and, most of all, two and a half hours of
discussion with a few members of the entry over email was less than optimal. Not
only that, but it would invade the H Entry
main lounge, one of the louder lounges in
MacGregor, which is probably not what
the RLADs are looking for, particularly if
they have young children.
We also made an interesting observation at the meeting: The housing plans we
were looking at had been printed nearly a
month prior to meeting, which meant that
the administration had been planning to
demolish a floor of MacGregor for several weeks and hadn’t told us until then,
yet another demonstration of their determination to drive forward without real
student input. At the meeting, we brainstormed other possibilities for the RLAD
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apartment that would minimize loss of
student rooms, particularly in small entries, and created a list to give to Dennis
Collins, director of residential life, with
the greatest priority being to stay conscious of the size of the entries.
Our next meeting, which occurred last
Tuesday, was attended by Collins, along
with GRTs, residents, and a few members
of HouseComm. It was expected that we
would come to a final decision regarding
the placement of the RLAD. At this point
I’d like to emphasize again that at this
meeting, the makeup of the group which
would be making an incredibly important
decision for all of MacGregor House consisted of two entry chairs (J and E), one
social chair (J), the Housing Chair (resident of G), two students from H, and the
GRTs from B, H, and J. The Housemaster
also joined us for a bit.

Collins did something
that, as a member of
the administration, was
quite remarkable: he
listened to us.
This means that four entries were entirely unrepresented, and even the entries that were there were lacking key
individuals who would have made important contributions. This is a direct
result of the administration’s incredibly
poor timing, and if they want to get serious about incorporating student input,
they need to be much more considerate
when it comes to the timing of their policy
implementations.
The administration has lamented the
weakness of the UA and DormCon, but
when they make decisions like this one
and time it in such a way that students’
elected representatives cannot represent
them, they are undercutting the very systems they wish were stronger — they are
disrespecting students. Students do not
elect officials for fun; they do it because
they want those people to represent them
to the administration, and the administration needs to ensure that, if they are
going to take an action requiring student
input, they converse with student leaders
and the student body. By letting us do our
jobs, they will make theirs much easier.
The first topic brought up at the meeting was the option of eliminating the first
floor of J, which most members present,
and certainly all students, adamantly opposed. We presented to Collins the other
options we’d discussed previously, some
of which he agreed seemed promising,
but stressing repeatedly that this would
mean there would be delays in the placement of the RLAD, which would harm
their ability to integrate quickly into the
social fabric of the building.

Without going into the many and varied arguments had, it was the feeling of
the students at the meeting that it was
worth the wait to do it correctly the first
time. Collins again tried to dissuade us
from putting it off, and we began having
the same discussion and arguments over
and over again. Eventually, the topic of
student input was brought up, and we
pointed out that if they went forward with
this despite our unanimous opposition,
it would just be a continuation of everything that the administration had done
wrong up to this point.
Then, Collins did something that, as a
member of the administration, was quite
remarkable: he listened to us.
Although clearly unhappy with the decision that we had reached, he agreed to
go back to the architects and have them
look at the other possibilities discussed. I
commend Collins for acting in a way that
will undoubtedly make his job more difficult, the job of his colleagues more difficult, and put the RLAD in a more difficult
position, but finally puts students first.
The RLAD process is something that all
of the administration should take a close
look at to assess what worked and what
didn’t.
What doesn’t work is rushing a policy through at an inopportune time for
students and using that as an excuse to
completely neglect gathering any student input on the subject. Because they
did that, the RLAD for MacGregor, who
played absolutely no role in the decisionmaking process, will bear the brunt of the
inconvenience arising from the delay. I
hope that when an administrative official
informs the RLAD that, unfortunately,
they will not be able to start living in MacGregor until the spring or next year, they
make it clear that this was because the
administration foolhardily made promises to them while being too busy to take
into account what was best for the dorm
from the students’ perspective. The blame
for the RLAD’s inconvenience lies purely
on the heads of the administration officials who rushed this process, not on the
students who were forced to defend their
interests and make a difficult choice in an
already difficult situation.
What did work was listening. Collins
certainly wanted to begin construction
immediately, and the students certainly
wanted to wait. In general, it is foolish to
expect that students and the administration will always want the same thing. But
the conversation we had with Collins was
a good one; each side was able to present its arguments and point out possible
flaws. In the end, Collins made a decision
that was not what he wanted, but was optimal for the individuals he is serving —
the students.
I am not claiming that the administraNormandin, Page 5

The headline for the July 11 article on RLADs incorrectly listed the number
of RLAD dorms in the headline. At the time, RLADs were expected in five
dorms, not nine. As of now, they are expected in seven dorms in the fall.
The headline associated with a July 11 World and Nation article regarding the investigation of a teacher was incorrect. It should have been “LAUSD
teacher under investigation crashes in Rolling Hills Estates after chase.”
The World and Nation section in the July 11 issue was mistakenly dated.
The entire section reflected news from June 23.
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Attack ads focus political campaigns on the wrong things
By Haldun Anil
Staff Columnist

One of the many benefits of UROPing
in the Political Science Department this
summer is that I get to keep a close eye on
what’s happening on the campaign trail for
the two contenders of the 2012 Presidential
Election, Barack Obama and Mitt Romney.
With Nov. 6 fast approaching, both campaigns are turning up the heat and intensifying their respective advertising sprees
to obtain as much of the sought-after vote
as possible. As of the time of writing, Gallup reports that the seven-day rolling average for both candidates is at 46 percent,
meaning that if we had an election today, it
would come down to less than a percentage
point of difference. While this difference —
or lack thereof — has several reasons, I’m
going to focus on a specific one: attack ads.
As those of you who kept track of the
Republican primaries will have noticed,
thanks to the Citizens United decision of
2010, Super PACs have been the craze of the
2012 campaign season. Super PACs (Super
Political Action Committees) are organizations that can campaign and raise money
for political candidates. Unlike the candidates themselves, however, Super PACs are
not required to disclose their donors and
are allowed to accept unlimited amounts
of money. The only catch is that Super
PACs cannot coordinate directly with the
candidate.
During the primary season, the Super
PACs gave us a small glimpse into what
“unlimited amounts of money” could mean
for political campaigns. Dominating airtime in the states in which they were meant
to sway voters, the content of attack ads
have ranged from simple finger-pointing
to a metaphorical lynching of the opposing
candidate.
With the primary season over and general election campaigns in full swing, cam-

paign ads naturally rise to the national
scene. Some figures estimate that between
Obama and Romney, the 2012 general
elections will see an aggregate campaign
spending of more than $1.5 billion. I think
the debate over whether this sort of money is actually necessary for political campaigns, or whether it’s actively hurting the
democratic process, is an issue to be discussed in its own right; however, it is not
what I wish to address here. Instead, I want
to focus on what this enormous sum of
money is helping to fund and the direction
in which they’re steering campaign politics.
Let’s first take the simplest and most obvious feature of attack ads: their negativity.
If you search for 2012 political ads online, what you will immediately notice is
that almost none of them talk about the
amazing things Obama will do with his
healthcare plan or the piles of cash that the
government will save after Romney repeals
Obamacare. Instead, they focus on Obama
overtaxing the middle class to death or
Romney storing his money in Swiss or Cayman Islands bank accounts. Polling and
other preliminary research into this type
of advertising have already yielded results
stating that its effects are dubious and marginal at best, if at all present.
I do have a suggestion to fix all this: instead of attacking the other candidate and
having their aides claim that they’re “simply responding to the negative ads of the
other guy,” candidates should highlight
their own strengths and talk about the positive things they will accomplish if elected.
I would prefer not to go the polls thinking
to myself: “Well, this guy is less bad than
the other one, so I’ll just vote for him.” The
reason President Obama won the 2008
election was because he energized so many
people and got them excited about voting
for him, for “Change.” Personally, I’ve yet to
meet a person who gets excited about how
negatively he or she feels about someone.

Another issue that has become more apparent is the fact that the attack ads, which
may be produced by a myriad of Super
PACs, sometimes lose sight of their platforms. One example is Obama’s statement
that declares: “If you’ve got a business —
you didn’t build that. Someone else made
that happen,” a quote taken completely out
of context and inaccurately represented.
Another example is Romney’s having Bain
Capital ship jobs to India and China — despite being away from the company to organize the Olympics and being liable for
felony charges should he lie about leaving
the company.

The attack ads, which
may be produced by a
myriad of Super PACs,
sometimes lose sight of
their platforms.
While I understand the necessity to
stress particular ideas over others to get
the message across more succinctly, this
sometimes leads to incorrect information
being passed around and creates confusion
among the public as to what is rhetoric and
what is factual evidence. Despite sources
like FactCheck.org and PolitiFact.com
that aim to differentiate fact from fiction,
I don’t think we should have to doubt the
accuracy of every claim made by these ads.
Again, the right solution to this problem is
to highlight the strengths of the candidate
being supported instead of ruthlessly bashing the other candidate for their dreadful
weaknesses.
My last point concerns the direction in
time these ads are facing. A good chunk of
these ads focuses on the past and how appallingly the opposing candidate handled
things. Instead of asserting their strengths

and how they might have addressed the
same situation in a much better way, the
ads simply state that the opponent did
some bad things and therefore should not
deserve the vote.
What I cannot understand is that this is
not, once again, meant to convince me to
vote for whomever may have handled the
situation better. I am simply led to believe
that by deciding not to vote for the supposedly inferior candidate, I would be in a position where not only do I have to vote for
the other candidate because I have no other
alternative, but also am endorsing the candidate whose alternative position I am not
even being told. These sets of assumptions
that are expected to trigger an automatic
vote just do not follow sound logic. The best
and simplest way to win someone’s vote remains this: proving to your potential voters
that you will do it better, that your alternative is the superior way.
Citizens United showed us just how
much power can be unleashed if we let corporations and people pour infinite amounts
of money into political coffers. The result is
apparent in the ferocity of the huge battle
that is currently being fought between the
two presidential candidates. The negativity
displayed in this battle does threaten to not
only push away independents who have
yet to decide whom to vote for but also, for
worse, foster apathy and disinterest among
the public.
Instead of making me feel like I have no
choice but to vote for one candidate because the other is clearly worse, I should
be made to feel enthusiastic about the
candidate I’m supporting. In order to continue to grant the public a chance to have
an educated opinion combined with the
willingness and a desire to vote, campaign
ads should move away from negativity and
recapture what they have been in the past
— the shining beacons of hope, excitement,
and anticipation.

Guest column

Science, a wondrous and reductive practice
The reductive nature of science has broken down many of its topics, and built them back up.
By Abdul-Kareem Ahmed
The periodic voyage of celestial bodies, the cosmic rhythm that was only just
observable to the humble Earth-dweller,
in many ancient civilizations, represented
fate, hope and a way of life itself. The Mayans held the Venus cycle in high regard,
its movement representing a challenge to
the mighty Sun, auspicious timing for territorial war.
Recently, the world beheld the Transit
of Venus, as she danced across the Sun.
This event occurs every 243 years, the last
when James Watt patented the Watt steam
engine, ushering in the Industrial Revolution. Still, life continued as normal on
this extraordinary occurrence. Venus was
quickly forgotten.
What has changed since the times of the
ancients and the times of today? Why did
events of planetary motion lose its throne
in the minds of civilizations?
I argue this is a consequence of the
reductive nature of science. Scientific inquiry obeys Occam’s razor, carving out the
most concise explanation. What was once
astrology became astronomy. The greats,
Galileo, Kepler and Newton, explained to
the world that a few simple laws regulate
this periodicity and rhythm. A heavenly
ballet became a mechanistic push-andpull. There was no special force except that
common force we feel even here on Earth,
gravitational force. The remarkable and exclusive became regular and deterministic.
With each passing generation of early

scientists, this broad body of belief slowly
decayed and lost repute. Remained only
the bones, the pure astronomical qualities
of astrology.
Advancements in science have often
resulted in such transformation. With empiricism and deduction at the core of its
logic, science takes grand observations in
nature and whittles them down to a few
constants, equations and rules. Such findings are daily presented in academic journals and lauded for how well they perform
this reduction.

The ambition to map out
every last connection
and circuit could reduce
vast bodies of belief to a
circuit board.
The most reductive advancement, so
far, is the success in decoding the human
genome. Every last base pair of the 6.4 billion that supposedly constitute an individual have been identified. Nested in our
study and understanding of genetics is a
popular deterministic principle. You are
your genes, more or less. Some are born
athletes, some are born mathematicians.
A quick analysis of your DNA can illuminate the spectrum of ability and disability
you will attain in life before you leave the
womb.
However, scholars are revisiting this
principle. Is it too reductive? Indeed, a cur-

sory understanding of epigenetics points
one in such a direction. There are cellular
factors nearby that regulate your genome,
that determine if the sacred code will have
a decree. Simplistically, these factors can
turn your genes on and off. Environmental
influences, like diet, exercise, or even completing Sudoku puzzles every morning may
alter your fate through this means.
Though classifying DNA and identifying genes is reductive, there remains an
element of free-will, of creative quality that
rescues human potential from the tomes of
cold formulas and equations. You can decide how well to train your mind and body,
genes are not destiny; not entirely.
The most ambitious scientific undertaking, currently, is the Human Connectome
Project. This scientific endeavor seeks to
identify the neural circuits of the human
brain in their entirety. A future vision is the
ability for anyone to access a database of
circuits and surf the emotional, cognitive
and perceptual channels that generate the
mind.
Two consortiums are heading the venture, one of Washington University in St.
Louis and the University of Minnesota, and
the other of Harvard University, Massachusetts General Hospital, and the University
of California Los Angeles.
The mind has been a topic approached
by many disciplines for many centuries.
Neuroscience, a field rapidly maturing
and mutating, seeks to understand how
the brain, a 1.5 kg ball of fat and protein,
generates the mind. The ambition to map

out every last connection and circuit could
in effect reduce vast bodies of belief to the
simplicity of a circuit board. The philosophical becomes physical.
Will the brain and mind become reduced through this endeavor? The mind
is the golden nugget itself. All pursuit of
knowledge has some nested root in the
mind, for it is with this internal state that
we can even observe, contemplate and
imagine. If we reduce this, what have we
left?
Time will tell if the mind will go the
way of astrology. However, there remains
a murmur of hope. Science itself tells us
connections between neurons are plastic.
That is, our individual experiences dictate
how well connections are made within the
circuit. This is unlike a circuit-board, with
known voltages, resistances and currents.
The brain is a dynamic structure, with
enough variability to support the idea of
individual uniqueness.
Contemplations on the consequences
of science are not meant to be admonishing. They are simply reflective. Science and
medicine has afforded society the most
phenomenal of achievements, and deserve
their due standing.
In paving these roads, simply remember what was pushed aside. Look ahead
even, as science progresses, current beliefs
will inevitably crumble, leaving only a faint
trail of stardust.
Abdul-Kareem Ahmed is a teaching
assistant for the department of
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

RLADs: why the administration must hear the students
Information should be shared with students so we can help shape the resulting actions
Normandin, from Page 4
tion should cave every time students make
demands. I recognize that administrators
often have a much broader view of the
Institute and its workings than do we and
that, in the end, they’re the ones running

it. However, transparency and discussion
benefit everyone; students would not oppose the administration so frequently if
they would just share the information they
had with us, explain why they’re taking a
certain action, and allow us to help shape
that action.

The RLAD process has been a mess. But
had what we seen from Collins last Tuesday been the norm throughout the process,
it would have run a lot more smoothly.
The administration needs to take steps to
ensure that student engagement does not
mean holding meetings with students,

checking off the box that says “Involve
Students,” then doing whatever they want
anyway, but instead means substantive
discussion and compromise between two
groups. They need to make sure that the
actions taken by Collins become the norm
rather than the exception.
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Students, housemasters, GRTs interview RLADs

Students placed in small, non-dormitory-affiliated groups for the interview process
RLADs, from Page 1
made the interview process kind of
difficult at times.”
The official RLAD job description, which was released on July
23, states that the RLADs’ responsibilities will include working to promote a sense of community and
belonging, following up with residents on “medical, psychological,
and personal issues” and provide
updates to house teams and to the
Department of Student Life (DSL),
and to “support the housemasters
in their roles as the supervisors of
the GRTs.”
The job description also listed
the minimum qualifications of
RLADs are a Master’s Degree in the
field of Education Counseling, a
“minimum 3 – 5 years of full-time
experience in Residential Life/
Student Affairs Life work,” and
other experiences. Administrators
have emphasized these stringent
requirements both in communications with the Tech and various
stakeholders.
According to their LinkedIn
profiles, two of the newly announced RLADs had only graduated from their Master’s Programs
in 2010 and 2012, respectively. The
earliest Master’s Degree graduation date of any of the RLADs is
2009.
Following the interviews, the
students were asked to fill out written evaluations of the candidates.
They responded to three questions: (1) “What are the candidate’s
strengths as they relate to the Area
Director position?” (2) “What are
their areas of improvement as you
view them?” and (3) “Given your
knowledge of your house’s community, would the candidate be
a good fit? Why or why not?” The
students could also place each
candidate into one of three categories: “definitely consider, superior
candidate”; “consider, strong candidate”; and “do not consider.”
Humphreys said that the recommendations were surprisingly
consistent from group to group; a
few candidates were eliminated
due to a lack of strong references,
and then the hiring decisions were
made based on rankings extrapolated from the response sheets.
Humphreys said that he and other
members of the DSL then worked
to determine candidates’ ranking within individual houses, after which he discussed and confirmed the determined placements
with housemasters from each
residence.
Humphreys said that he was
surprised that different residences
had distinctly different preferences. Elizabeth W. Santorella ’13,
a representative from McGregor,
said that it seemed like houses
were seeking out different qualities. “I noticed some differences

in how involved and outgoing they
wanted the RLAD to be,” she said,
adding that MacGregor was particularly looking for someone who
would respect student privacy but
also be available to provide student support.
As such, Humphreys said that
DSL was able to match each residence with one of their top preferences. Students from McCormick,
Next, MacGregor, and Simmons
confirmed that the placements in
their residences did align with the
recommendations given by their
houses.

Humphreys
said that the
recommendations
were surprisingly
consistent from
group to group.
Ross, Santorella, DormCon
President Edward Mugica ’13, and
Linda M. Seymour ’14, a representative from Next House, said that
students in each residence collaborated with their housemasters
— and in some cases GRTs — to
submit preferences. However, this
was not the case in all houses.
Jethani said that while the students
from McCormick met to talk about
their choices for candidates, they
did not speak to the housemasters
about their recommendations.

Student concerns
The announcement that RLADs
would join the houseteam was a
revelation for both undergraduate students and graduate resident
tutors (GRTs). On June 6, a letter
from Chancellor Eric Grimson PhD
’80 to the housemasters was leaked
to the entire MIT community. Following campus outcry, student
and GRT leaders worked with
housemasters to address concerns
regarding the position. Humphreys
said that the motivation behind the
creation of the RLAD role was so
“that students feel more support,
that there is another person they
can turn to” and cited the busy
schedules of housemasters and
GRTs as a reason for the necessity
of the position.
Mugica said that he was on the
phone with Humphreys immediately following the release of the
letter and has been working with
the administration in the ensuing
process.
After the information about
RLADs was leaked, many students
expressed concerns over both the
process and the position. Mugica
said that his biggest concern was
“student disengagement.”
“Basically, there’s this idea that
students are going to be upset because this was not done appropri-

ately or because they don’t like the
position,” Mugica said. “They’re
going to walk away from anything
that has to do with the RLAD, and
since the point is for the area director to be a member of the house
team, they’ll walk away from the
house team in general.”
Mugica said that another of
his main concerns was that, “If
the RLAD does not take cues from
students and from student governments, their position will not be
useful to students and could in the
end actually hurt student involvement and student support more
than help it.”
Ross said that his primary concern was the effectiveness of having a student support role that was
not a clear response to clear student issues, and that was devised
without open student involvement. Ross said that he had also
heard student concerns that this
was “another step in trying to make
MIT very standardized or similar
to every other college.”
Jonté D. Craighead ’13, president of the Undergraduate Association, said that his main concern
is with the process by which the
RLAD role was created — not the
position itself.
“We have been taking the approach where we see things that
are alarming we’ll call them out,”
he said, “but to this point I think
that there are very few things that
we see alarming about the position. Our concerns are more about
the process.”
Humphreys and Grimson did
not provide specific answers to
questions regarding the timeline
and process of the role’s creation.

Student leaders
felt that their best
option was to
work within the
situation.
Despite these concerns, student leaders said that they felt that
their best option was to work within the situation that was created in
order to ensure further inclusion
in the process. Mugica added that
“personally, the reason MacGregor
decided to move forward, even
in light of these concerns, is that
we’ve been assured from multiple
people — including Dean Humphreys and our housemasters —
that the student government will
have a very strong input in what
the RLADs job will include.”
Another motivation for their
respective dormitories’ decision
to continue with the RLAD process
was because of the alternative, said
Ross and Mugica. Without an RLAD
and considering the absence of the
RLAs, there would be a greater bur-

den on the housemasters.
Still, Mugica emphasized that
he had been working with other
members of DormCon and the
administration to address student
concerns, adding that the administration had responded. He said
that DormCon specifically raised
concerns about the possibility of
the RLADs having disciplinary
roles, as well as concerns about
the non-house specific selection
process. He said that while “the
administration held that they believed this needed to be an MIT
position, and they needed to hire
people for MIT and not for an individual dorm … they did allow us to
change the questionnaire that was
given to the student and GRT representatives so that there would be
more emphasis on whether a candidate fit into that representative’s
dorm.”
Mugica also said that he was
assured by the administration
that the RLADs would not have
a disciplinary role in houses and
that they were not meant to be a
replacement for housemasters.
Humphreys confirmed that discipline will not be a job objective
of the RLADs, but added “that being said, obviously any MIT employee — housemaster or myself
or an area director — if we see any
violation of institutional policies or
state law, we have an obligation to
report that.”
Both Mugica and Craighead
emphasized that the effectiveness
of the position will depend on the
willingness of students to engage
with the RLAD and provide feedback as to what support roles they
feel are needed. It is extremely important “for people to remember
that even if they’re upset about the
process or disappointed with the
way things were done and turned
out, the RLAD is not the person
who did this. And they want to
work with students,” said Mugica.
“If there’s one thing I would request, it would be for students to
take their frustrations where they
belong, and try to engage with the
RLAD and make this a positive
change — even if it’s not exactly
what they wanted.”
Craighead said that the UA is
working on a survey to gauge how
students feel about the RLAD role
and how they think it will be effective. The UA had originally expected to release the survey two weeks
ago.
“We’re basically motivated to
run the survey so that the dorm
governments have a sense of
where their residents stand going
into the fall semester on the RLAD
issue,” said Craighead, saying that
continued student involvement
will be necessary for the RLAD role
to be effective. He and Mugica both
emphasized that if the process of
communication and feedback con-

RLAD
PLACEMENT
FOR FALL
2012
Michelle Lessly
— Burton-Conner

Prior position:
MIT RLA

Tamika Smith

— MacGregor House
Prior position:
Residence director
at Northeastern
University

Lauren
Piontkoski

— McCormick Hall
Prior position:
Residence Director
at Bentley University

Rebecca
Kjaerbye
— Maseeh Hall
Prior position:
MIT RLA

James Reed
— New House

Prior position:
Master’s student at
Harvard University

Laurel Dreher
— Next House

Prior position:
Coordinator of
Residence Education
at Roger Williams
University

Joshua
Gonzalez

— Simmons Hall

Prior position:
Residence Education
Coordinator at
University of
Chicago
tinues to develop, they can see the
RLAD role strengthening the support structure in residence halls.
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MIT professor
wins $3 million
Guth is 1 of 9 winners of the
Fundamental Physics Prize
By Kenneth Chang
The New York Times

Physicists are rarely
wealthy or famous, but a new
prize rewarding research at
the field’s cutting edges has
made nine of them instant
multimillionaires.
The nine are recipients
of the Fundamental Physics Prize, established by
Yuri Milner. Milner, a Russian physics student who
dropped out of graduate
school in 1989, earned billions investing in Internet
companies like Facebook
and Groupon.
“It knocked me off my
feet,” said Alan H. Guth PhD
’72, MacVicar Faculty Fellow and professor of physics
at MIT, who was among the
winners. He came up with
the idea of cosmic inflation,
that there was a period of
extremely rapid expansion
in the first instant of the
universe.

Source: Wikipedia
(Betsythedevine)

When he was told of the
$3 million prize, he assumed
that the money would be
shared among the winners.
Not so: Instead, each of this
year’s nine recipients will
receive $3 million, the most
lucrative academic prize in
the world. The Nobel Prize
currently comes with an
award of $1.5 million, usually
split by two or three people.
The Templeton Prize, which
honors contributions to understanding spiritual dimensions of life, has been the
largest monetary given to an
individual, $1.7 million this
year.
The $3 million has already
appeared in Guth’s bank account, one that originally had
a balance of $200. “Suddenly,
it said, $3,000,200,” he said.
“The bank charged a $12 wire
transfer fee, but that was easily affordable.”
Milner said he wanted to
recognize advances in delving into the deepest mysteries of physics and the
universe.
“This intellectual quest to
understand the universe really defines us as human beings,” he said.
Four of the physicists
work at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,
N.J.: Nima Arkani-Hamed,
Juan Maldacena, Nathan
Seiberg, and Edward Witten.
They work on theories trying to tie together the basic
particles and forces of the
universe, particularly with
a mathematical machinery
known as string theory.
The other winners are
Andrei Linde, a physicist at
Stanford who also worked
on cosmic inflation; Alexei
Kitaev, a professor of physics at the California Institute
of Technology who works on
quantum computers; Maxim L. Kontsevich, a math-

ematician at the Institute of
Advanced Scientific Studies outside Paris whose abstract mathematical findings
proved useful to physicists
unraveling string theory; and
Ashoke Sen, a string theorist
at Harish-Chandra Research
Institute in India.
Milner personally selected the inaugural group, but
future recipients of the Fundamental Physics Prize, to
be awarded annually, will be
decided by previous winners.
He declined to explain in
detail how he selected which
accomplishments to honor
or why the winners are all
men.
“I truly see this as a start,”
Milner said. “Going forward,
it’s going to be up to the
committee to make those
considerations.”
According to the rules,
the prize in future years may
be split among multiple winners, and a researcher will be
able to win more than once.
Milner also announced that
there would be a $100,000
prize to honor promising
young researchers.
Unlike the Nobel in physics, the Fundamental Physics
Prize can be awarded to scientists whose ideas have not
yet been verified by experiments, which often occurs
decades later. Sometimes a
radical new idea “really deserves recognition right away
because it expands our understanding of at least what
is possible,” Milner said.
Arkani-Hamed, for example, has worked on theories
about the origin of the Higgs
boson, the particle recently
discovered at the Large Hadron Collider in Switzerland,
and about how that collider
could discover new dimensions. None of his theories
have been proven yet. He
said several were “under
strain” because of the new
data.
Several of the winners
said they hoped that the
new prize, with its large cash
award, would help raise recognition of physics and draw
more students into the field.
“It’ll be great to have this
sort of showcase for what’s
going on in the subject every
year,” Arkani-Hamed said.
The winners said they had
not yet decided what to do
with their windfall.
“There are some rather
mundane things, like paying out the mortgage,” said
Kontsevich, who added that
he was thinking about putting some of the money into
education efforts.
“My success is in large
part due to good education, my teachers and the
atmosphere of excitement
in science when I grew up,”
he said. “I might try to help
restore this atmosphere as
much as I can.” Kontsevich
also won a $1 million mathematics prize this year.
Guth agreed. “I do think
prizes like this help put
across to the public that fundamental physics is important, and it’s not just heavyweight boxing that’s worthy
of prizes,” he said.
But he was going to warn
his students not to get the
wrong idea. “Certainly, it’s
still not a great idea to go into
physics for the money,” he
said.

Christopher A. Maynor—The Tech

Students began construction on a wooden structure in front of Building 33 last weekend. The self-supporting
structure composed of 2x2 wooden posts will be on display at its current location until November.

Fall 2012 edX courses mostly CS
edX, from Page 1
Chancellor Robert J. Birgeneau of
Berkeley — also former Dean of Science at MIT — said that many people
at the institution, from senior leadership members to faculty, have been
thinking about internet education for
the last couple of years. Stanford President John Hennessy, a good friend of
Birgeneau, approached him about a
year ago to discuss the possibility of
joining Coursera. When the for-profit
company was launched, “both MIT
and Berkeley … considered Coursera
but for a variety of reasons we decided, separately, that it didn’t meet our
needs,” Birgeneau said. He did not
wish to discuss those reasons. However, Berkeley does have individual faculty members who are connected with
Coursera, and Birgeneau emphasized
that senior leadership does not force
preferences or opinions on faculty.
MIT Chancellor Eric Grimson has a
similar view.
“I prefer not to make specific comparisons to other online offerings, other than to note that it was very important to MIT that at least one option was
a not-for-profit one. There will be many
different experiments in this space, as
different institutions explore options
for effective online learning,” Grimson
wrote in an email to The Tech.
Birgeneau and MIT L. President Rafael Reif, long-time friends, had been
in touch as MIT was developing MITx,
the new online educational system
that evolved into edX. But the formal
arrangements for UC Berkeley to join
edX were made just a few weeks ago.
“When Rafael [Reif ] announced
MITx and the edX partnership with
Harvard, we looked at their mission

statement and we got very excited
about edX,” Birgeneau said. “I called
up Rafael and ended up having a conversation with him about Berkeley
joining them, since their vision for
online education was consonant with
ours.”

Financial contributions to edX
As the founding universities of edX,
MIT and Harvard both contributed
$30 million toward the project. At this
time, Berkeley will not be matching this
contribution, but will lead the to-beformed “X Universities” consortium.

Klein affirmed that
tools used in online
courses have and
will continue to
improve feedback
and learning.
“It’s just not financially possible for
us at this time in history,” said Birgeneau. “We are providing technical expertise — we have faculty at Berkeley
who are top in computer science, and
we think we can really make a contribution on the technical side for the
platform.” Birgeneau also said that as
a large public university on the West
coast, they will help draw people from
around the country to the edX platform, and in particular draw people
from the large number of community
colleges in California.

Exploring teaching technology
Both MIT and Berkeley leaders have
said that the development of massive
open online courses, or MOOCs, will

not only help spread education globally, but will also enhance on-campus
education at universities.
“We plan to explore a range of experiments in using online technology
to enhance our residential-based experiences; from flipped classrooms,”
— where students are instructed by online videos outside of class, and teachers guide interactive activities in class
— “to online immediate student assessment and feedback, to online discussion groups, to other experiments,”
Grimson said. “The results will guide
future development of subjects.”
Klein affirmed that tools used in online courses, such as autograders, have
and will continue to improve feedback
and learning. He also believes that
online discussion forums “allow great
conversations to flourish about course
material — conversations that used to
be confined to office hours.”
Birgeneau added that “one way that
Berkeley complements MIT is that we
have a strong humanities program —
we have more people in humanities at
Berkeley than in physical sciences. One
of the really interesting things will be
to figure out how to offer humanities,
like a course in Shakespeare, online.
The focus of edX so far has been dominated by computer scientists. We want
it to become much richer and much
broader.”
Courses offered in the fall also include options like 6.002x Circuits and
Electronics (MITx) and PH207x Health
in Numbers (HarvardX). 6.002x was
pilot course launched by MITx in December 2011, with over 150,000 people
registered worldwide. Those interested
in learning more about edX or signing
up for a course can visit the website online at https://www.edx.org/.

Overhear
something
funny on
campus?

We want to know.
Email overheard quotes to
overheard@tech.mit.edu
and weʼll print the best in
Campus Life.
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The good war?

Fine, but not exotic, dining at The Helmand
By Keith A. Yost
Staff Writer

Are we going to invade Britain any
time soon? Of course not, their food is terrible. Are we going to invade Canada? Why
would we? We already have Taco Bell.
But is it possible we’ll invade some foreign, exotic country whose dishes you’ve
never eaten before? Yes.
Somewhere in the bowels of the Pentagon, a young neocon yearns for the taste
of an unfamiliar dish, and it is only a matter of time before this yearning manifests
itself on the world stage.

Armed with this powerful new model of
foreign relations, I set out to settle an open
question in the foreign policy world: Was
the war in Afghanistan a good idea? Was
the juice worth the squeeze? And what
better place to put the War in Afghanistan
to the test than The Helmand. Owned by
Mahmood Karzai, brother of President
Karzai himself, The Helmand is clearly an
official bid to earn the succor of wavering foreign policy wonks who now doubt
whether Afghanistan deserves a continued

es they suffered were tragic, they were unquestionably a boon for the gastronomes
of central California. Where before a
Fresnan might have had to pay a small fortune to obtain authentic Hmong cuisine,
now it’s just a short walk away.
It might be more “traditional” to judge
the wisdom of a conflict based upon the
geopolitical goals it accomplished or
failed to deliver. And if you judged the war
in Vietnam by such a limited metric, then
sure, you might chalk it up as a loss. But
neoconservatives have transcended this
parochial sort of accounting. They see the
bigger picture — they understand that in
the long run, diversity is the real strength
of the American nation, and war’s capacity to enrich that diversity, particularly its
capacity to enrich the food supply, is at the
heart of our national interests.

I am sad to report
that The Helmand’s
food is not enough
to make the United
States’ foreign policy
in Afghanistan a
success.
The Helmand, all things considered,
is an excellent restaurant. For the price
(in the area of $30 per person), it delivers
a meal that compares well with any other
option in Boston. The lamb was tender,
the rice was tasty, the bread came with
delicious dipping sauces … it was a meal I

The Helmand
143 First Street,
Cambridge
Dinner: Sunday – Thursday
5 – 10 p.m., Friday –
Saturday 5 – 11 p.m.
would very happily have again.
However, the reason I came to the Helmand was not to see if the food was good
— I came to see if it delivered an epicurean
experience that was novel and exciting
enough to justify the blood and treasure
spent abroad. And I am sad to report that
The Helmand is not enough to make our
foreign policy in Afghanistan a success.
The kaddo (a baked, candied pumpkin dish) was both excellent and new, and
the ambience of the place as a whole was
also different in a good way, but there the
novelty ends. In hindsight, my conclusion
is unsurprising: Afghani cuisine is not far
removed from that of either Pakistan or India. If you come to The Helmand expecting
anything more than a variation on south
Asian dishes, you will likely come away
disappointed.
If you are looking for a place that will
give you your money’s worth in fine dining, The Helmand certainly deserves your
attention. I recommend the same meal
I had: kaddo, lamb, and as much of the
amazing free bread as you can eat while retaining your dignity. But if you are looking
for a new hot thing in the culinary world,
maybe your time would be better spent at
home, working on withdrawal timetables.

Fine dining. On The Tech.
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The lamb was tender,
the rice was tasty,
the bread came with
delicious dipping
sauces… it was a
meal I’d happily have
again.

U.S. troop presence.
If there is one thing the Bush Era accomplished, it is to associate the neoconservative school of foreign policy with warmongering and empire. Perhaps the hawkish
reputation of neocons is well-deserved
— it is, after all, hard to otherwise categorize a set of thinkers who believe both that
American primacy is the best path toward
national security, and that primacy is best
preserved by active involvement and intervention in affairs abroad.
Nonetheless, whether the popular conception of neocons is deserved or not, it’s
clear that neoconservatism has not done
itself any favors by exchanging its former
standard bearers (e.g. Francis Fukuyama),
for the new lot (e.g. Paul Wolfowitz). Where
the former focused on democratic movements, the latter emphasizes troop movements — even if one believes these two to
be sides of the same coin, the public relations fallout from putting the worse foot
forward is undeniable.
The neoconservative school is in dire
need of a reboot. So, I write today with a
bit of revisionist history. I come with an
excuse for the mistakes of the past, and a
new, potent theory for understanding why
and how the United States chooses to involve itself abroad. Here it is:
Neocons aren’t inherently hawkish.
They are just misunderstood, hardcore
foodies.
In my hometown of Fresno, there is a
very large population of Hmong, an Asian
ethnic group hailing from southeast Asia.
Most of this population is descended from
refugees who fled after having fought on
the losing side in Vietnam and Laos. And
while the wars they fought in and the loss-
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COMIC-CON IN PHOTOS
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WAITING FOR FIREFLY
BELOW

COMICS OF COMIC-CON
By Connor Kirschbaum and Jessica J. Pourian
Editors

Comic-Con attendees rifle through discounted comics on the expo floor.

COMICS

OF COMIC-CON

reMIND

Surprisingly, one of the most neglected aspects of Comic-Con is, well, the comics! With
the overwhelming Hollywood presence on the
show floor and in the panels, it is easy to forget
the backbone of everyone’s favorite pop culture
convention. We wandered the booths looking
for comics to take home; here are some of our
favorites.

by Jason Brubaker

Ubu-Bubu
Ubu-Bubu is a dark
horror comedy about
a regular housecat
(Ubu) who gets possessed by a demon
(Bubu) who is out
hunting souls before
the coming apocalypse, and the terror
he imposes on his unlucky suburban family. With its adorable
art juxtaposed with the

by Jamie Smart

hellish horrors Ubububu releases, the
comic is a fun read for
those who don’t mind
some gore mixed with
their humor. Expect
skull-containing hairballs, a child size demon who spreads pestilence wherever he
walks, and two very,
very traumatized suburban children.

Gun-Fu

by Howard Shum
Enjoy
Indiana
Jones? James Bond?
Hong-Kong
action
films? Then you’ll probably like Gun-Fu, an
indie comic from Howard Shum, who synthesized his favorite
themes from cinema
and comics into the
ultimate graphic novel
that he would want to
read. Readers trail BoSen Cheng, Hong Kong

Fat Animals
One of the pleasures of San
Diego Comic-Con is walking
around the small press tables
and meeting artists you’ve never heard of, and that is exactly
where we found Jason Brubaker
and his lovely, self-published
graphic novel, reMIND.
With its gorgeous art, perfectly placed panels, and full
page spreads, reMIND is one
of the most visually impressive
comic books I’ve ever read. The
colors are vivid, the characters
detailed, and the entire book is
packaged in a pleasing hardback

that feels true to the company
name (Coffee Table Comics).
The story follows lighthouse
keeper Sonja and her cat Victuals, who — after having gone
missing for a few days — returns with the ability to speak.
He tells Sonja that he is from
a different world, and she becomes determined to help him
return. As the two delve into the
circumstances surrounding his
disappearance, more and more
mysteries are unveiled while the
reader is taken on a fantastical
journey.

In its brief 151 pages, you get
a clear sense of Victual’s quirky
personality and become immersed in the fantastical setting
of the story. You’ll be rooting for
the kitty in no time, and shocked
when you reach the cliffhanging
end. reMIND leaves you wanting
more, and fortunately fans can
read the next couple chapters
and donate to the Kickstarter
for printing the second book online at http://www.remindblog.
com/. The site updates every
Monday, and the entire series is
free online.

One of my favorite items we came across
on the con floor was a charming little volume
demurely labeled “Fat Animals Colouring
Book.” I opened it and discovered a coloring
book full of delightfully chubby animals. The
drawings are absolutely adorable, and the
purchase came with free crayons. Talk about
a win-win! Too bad I haven’t improved at
coloring inside the lines since I was a child…
You can visit the author’s website at http://
shazzbaa.com.

cop, on his Nazi fighting
adventures
throughout the world while he
works a number of jobs
for the British Queen
in 1936. Sharp graphics
and bright colors move
the story just as well
as the clever dialogue
does (Bo Sen speaks
only in hip hop), and
should entertain anyone with a penchant for
action films.

by D. Shazzbaa Bennett
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The Atlas Portal Gun on display at Comic-Con.
The replica was sold out by as early as 9:40 a.m.

Convention-goers flood the
expo floor on preview night,
the start of Comic-Con.
A stormtrooper holds a convention-goer hostage for the
paparazzi.

A sculpture of Spike Spiegel
from Cowboy Bebop.

San Diego Comic-Con International is an annual four-day celebration of the popular arts, that
draws over 130,000 attendees from
around the world. Originally started in 1970 as a comic book convention, the focus of the Con has
since shifted from comic books
to everything pop culture, from
blockbusters and video games to
the latest science fiction and fantasy novels. Some fans make the
pilgrimage to see the people who
create their favorite media, others
to stock up on rare comic books or
to spend thousands on the gigantic exhibition floor. Some people
just come for the crowds.
San Diego Comic-Con is the
third largest comic convention in
the world (after Japan’s Comiket,
which hosts 500,000 attendees,
and France’s Angoulême, which
hosts 220,000). Tickets for this
year’s convention sold out within
90 minutes of becoming available

online in April. Comic-Con runs
for four days, Thursday through
Sunday, with an additional night
on Wednesday from 6 to 9 p.m. for
professionals and attendees with
four day passes. The Tech attended
this year’s con as press.
What is perhaps most striking
about San Diego Comic-Con is not
the vast amount of merchandise
nor the celebrity presence, but the
intense feeling of camaraderie that
pervades the entire show. Whether it’s waiting in line with the same
folks for 10 hours to see the Firefly
panel or just standing around the
corners of the show floor, one of
the most impressive things about
the con is the feeling of community. Strangers are happy to strike
up a conversation in line, compliment a passing attendee’s t-shirt,
or take a photo of a family struggling with a self-portrait. It is truly
a gathering place for nerds of all
kinds.
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One of the draws of
Comic-Con is the number of exclusive items
that are for sale there.
Fans line up for the exhibit hall (which opens
at 9:30 a.m.), hours in
advance for a chance to
be one of the first people
in line for whatever exclusive item their heart
desires.
Our favorite? The Atlas Portal Gun, limited
to 100 sales per day. We
waited in line twice to
nab one, and were turned
away both times (they
sold out by 9:40 a.m.!).
Another popular pick
was the Hasbro-made toy
of the helicarrier from
Avengers, which served
as the inspiration for a
Penny Arcade comic strip
during the con.

Cosplayers dressed as Amon
and Chief Lin Beifong from
The Legend of Korra pose for
the camera.

At the Lego Booth, a Darth Maul
Lego sculpture stands ready to attack!

Joel McHale addresses the audience
at the Community panel

Comic-Con bursts with a variety of different
panels to delight geeks from any fandom, from
Twilight to Game of Thrones to Dr. Who. Fans
hoping to get into such popular panels usually
have to line up several hours in advance to get
a chance at a seat — even in such mammoth
rooms such as Hall H, which can hold nearly
7000 people.
In addition to the giant panels sponsored by
multibillion dollar corporations, there are fun,
smaller events like a tutorial in how to draw comics, how to use Photoshop to color them in, and
a variety of other workshops for those hoping to
break into the industry.
One of our favorites was the Quick Draw,
where three cartoonists (including Sergio Aragonés of Mad Magazine fame), were put to the
test drawing cartoons on the fly. A moderator
offered suggestions, and inspiration was taken
from the audience. Cartoon Voices (I and II) was
another highlight, where seven voice actors gathered to discuss their careers and also to do an
improvised reading of Snow White using their famous voices, to hearty laughs from the audience.
Many of the panels are available online at
hulu.com.

An anthropomorphic saber-tooth tiger growls at passerby at
Comic-Con.
Convention-goers dress as Earthworm Jim and Kick-Ass.

A zombie cosplayer roams the
halls of the San Diego Convention Center.

A Predator sculpture terrorizes the
convention floor.

A mural on Comic-Con’s expo floor features Cartoon Network characters old and new.
The San Diego Convention Center, which has
been the venue for Comic-Con since 1991.

After hours of waiting in line, fans begin to move towards Ballroom 20
to see the cast and creators of television shows Community, Legend of
Korra, and Firefly.

A convention-goer shows off her
replica of Chell’s Long Fall Boots from
Portal 2.

It’s hard to communicate exactly how many people 130,000 really is. It’s not until you’re used to being shoved
side to side when walking, and expect a ten yard walk to take 15 minutes, that it really starts to click. There are serious lines for everything — from pretzels to bathrooms to t-shirts — and they can take hours. The lines for official
Comic-Con t-shirts took us upwards of 90 minutes — and that was after waiting in a line to get in line!

One of the most well-known Comic-Con events is the annual
Masquerade, which takes place on Saturday night in Ballroom
20. Costume designers spend months developing elaborate and
sometimes technical costumes and props, portraying characters from comic books, movies or video games. Their work is
unveiled on stage to thousands of Comic-Con attendees, often
with an accompanying skit. We particularly enjoyed the Mortal
Kombat/Cinderella mashup, which ended up taking the most
awards that night. The masquerade is doubly entertaining because before every contestant, the audience calls out the contestant number “twenty eight!” followed by “ha ha ha” and more
and more additions as the night progresses. By the end of the
show, every number was followed by “Ha ha ha, woooo, yeah,
awesome! REDO” and more, much to the chagrin of the MCs.
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Fans await Comic-Con
panels featuring the cast
and creators of television
shows Community, Legend of Korra, and Firefly.

Sit the line

The road to Firefly’s 10-year reunion panel
By Connor Kirschbaum
managing editor

On day one of San Diego Comic-Con International, our Google calendar was a naively
tight grid of panels. The plan was to bounce between Hall H (capacity: 6130 people) and Ballroom 20 (capacity: 4908 people), leaving just
enough space in our schedule to briskly walk
from one room to the next. What we learned
on the first day was that at a convention of this
size, attending any event isn’t possible without
serious forethought and sacrifice.
To get a seat in the Iron Man panel, for example, it just isn’t enough to like Iron Man.
Everyone likes Iron Man. The 6130 people who
get seats in the Iron Man panel live and breath
Iron Man. They paid for convention passes,
plane tickets, and overpriced hotel rooms and
will plant themselves outside in a crowded
and smelly line for eight hours just to see Robert Downey Jr. sit next to Jon Favreau. Unless
you can match the dedication and fanaticism
of the 6130th craziest member of the fanbase,
you don’t stand a chance of getting a seat in
their panel.

Joss Whedon’s drunken
signature had the power
to upgrade our ComicCon passes to priceless
geek treasures.
So when we decided on the second day of
Comic-Con not to give up on our most anticipated block of panels — actors, creators, and
writers of the television shows Community,
Legend of Korra, and Firefly, which would occur in immediate succession in Ballroom 20
on Friday morning — we knew we couldn’t do
it half-heartedly. And that’s why two students
from Cambridge, MA, got off the bus outside
the San Diego Convention Center at 1:30 a.m.,
nearly eight hours before the start of the first
panel.
The line began at the front doors of the convention center and extended well beyond our
visual range, the end of it seemingly hidden by
the curvature of the Earth. We were greeted
by the tired stares of fans in the very front of
the line, most of whom were equipped with a
sleeping bag and the distinctive orange-yellow
beanie known as a “Jayne hat” — named for
the gruff character who sports one in Firefly.
We had barely started our trek to the back
of the line when we noticed an incredibly loud
and dense swarm of people on the sidewalk,
the kind of swarm that only surrounds an unthinkably famous nucleus.

That nucleus was a moderately inebriated
Joss Whedon, creator of Firefly (and, more recently, director of The Avengers). His drunken
signature had the power to upgrade our Comic-Con passes from mildly interesting souvenirs to priceless geek treasures.
Neither of us had thought to bring a Sharpie, and for several gut-wrenching moments we
ripped apart our bags looking for one as the
Joss horde slowly drifted away. A girl wearing
a Jayne hat emerged from the swarm, adorned
with a signed Comic-Con badge, and shoved
her marker into my hand. Minutes later, I
was ejected from the Whedon swarm myself,
somehow clutching the prized signature. The
girl who gave us her marker was long gone, lost
in a sea of Jayne hats.
We walked down the line in a daze, leaving
Joss Whedon to be engulfed by a still-growing
mass of fans. Half a mile and some 750 people
later, we collapsed at the line’s end. Surrounding us were others who had made the same
journey through the Joss Whedon swarm, and
had the signed badges to show for it. We made
polite conversation for a while, and when our
neighbor offered us a spot on the blanket he
had stolen from his hotel, we gladly shifted off
the pavement.
I was beginning to contemplate a nap
when a rumor propagated down the entire line
in what could only have been seconds: Joss
Whedon was still at Comic-Con, and he was
making his way down the line. Towards us.
Before that signal reached us, we were the
reasonable, sophisticated segment of the line.
The segment that showed up only eight hours
early and didn’t even bring sleeping bags. The
segment that had so far maintained a level of
cool composure in an inarguably nerdy situation. Once that signal reached us, however,
it was clear that no one was going to be able
to hide their inner dork for much longer. The
social barriers of awkward politeness vanished
and the line disintegrated into a sparse cloud
of excited scheming. Complex networks of
agreements were laid out to ensure everyone
would get a decent photo with Drunken Joss.

A girl awaits the Firefly reunion panel at Comic-Con, wearing a distinctive “Jayne” hat from the show.

Firefly merchandise was prepared, Sharpies
were distributed. When Joss Whedon arrived,
the group of strangers at the corner of Harbor
Drive and Chavez Parkway was ready.

hours for their respective subculture. Even
from my perch in the Firefly line, it was hard
not to view them as… crazy. By 7 a.m., however, the incredulous stares from the newly-

We couldn’t see the stage as well from here, but our line
faction had been preserved for just a little longer.
As the dust settled and the line began to
regain its structure, it was clear that the nine
of us were now a sort of unified faction. Sharing such a raw moment of hero worship will do
that to a group of people. And what a group it
was: the Texan who was providing his stolen
blanket and a bag of endless rations; a software developer and blog writer from Arizona;
a married couple from the Midwest who were
already planning another all-nighter for the
Dr. Who panel; an aeronautical engineer from
Maryland; an emergency room nurse who
clocked Joss Whedon’s blood alcohol content
at 1.2; the lead singer of a heavy metal band
who we jokingly called by his stage name,
“Michael Diamond” … and us, a pair of MIT
students.
Consider how rare it is to converse at
length with someone who is outside of your
age group, field of work, and region. Interacting with such a diverse set of people was surreal. Food was shared, convention merchandise
was compared, line-cutters were warded off,
and the Joss Whedon encounter was relived
dozens of times. Frequent journeys to the Starbucks three blocks away were made in teams.
Six hours later, the line started to move. The
movies and books we had packed “in case of
boredom” remained untouched.
In order to manage a line of this scale, the
Comic-Con coordinators had devised a convoluted route twisting through and around the
entire convention center and ending at our
final destination: Ballroom 20. It was a slow
two-mile trek through an infinite labyrinth of
belt barriers. Occasionally we’d trudge past
other lines, consisting of a completely different breed of fans who had been waiting for

arrived convention-goers suggested that we
were no less crazy. We had been waiting all
night for the sake of a science fiction show
that had been off the air for ten years! But surrounded by other Firefly fanatics, the ordeal
just didn’t feel unreasonable. Is this what it
feels like to be part of a cult?
When the doors to Ballroom 20 opened
and the fragile Firefly line finally denatured,
our good position in line offered each of us the
opportunity to run for one of the lone empty
seats near the very front of the impossibly large
room — the seats we had dreamed of when we
got in line eight hours earlier. None of us ran.
Instead, we chose a cluster of nine empty seats
in the middle of the room. We couldn’t see the
stage as well from here, but our line faction
had been preserved for just a little longer.
These days, all of the panels at ComicCon can be watched online, and most of the
merchandise can be purchased more cheaply
from Amazon. Every inch of the convention
hall is tweeted several times over. So what’s
the point of attending Comic-Con in 2012? I
don’t think I understood the answer to this
question myself until I attended the Firefly
panel. Comic-con is 130,000 people caring
enough about something to bring their real
life to a halt for four days. It’s 4,908 Firefly fans
simultaneously losing their minds, bursting
out of their chairs and screaming as loudly
as they possibly can because Joss Whedon
has joined the cast of Firefly on stage. It’s nine
people from all over the country who were
strangers just hours before, opting for mediocre seats together over incredible seats apart.
That’s a convention worth sitting on the pavement for.

Cast and creators of Firefly speak to fans at San Diego Comic-Con 2012.

Leaving San Diego Comic-Con
was like leaving Disneyland as a kid;
I had the same feeling in my gut. You
don’t want to leave such a magical
place, and as you see the convention center recede in the distance
you really feel like you’re missing
something.
Walking around in the days after SDCC, I would accidentally spot
people in costume out of the corner
of my eye. I would turn to see what
they were dressed as, but they were
not in costume at all. I was confused
that I could walk without getting
shoved on all sides. And why weren’t
people wearing their badges all the

time? San Diego Comic-Con is an
incredible event, and something every nerd should experience at least
once.
To learn more about ComicCon and preregistration for next
year you can visit the official website at http://www.comic-con.org/
cci/index.php. There’s also a nifty
documentary where you can learn
more about the cultural phenomenon. Search Amazon or Netflix for
Comic-Con IV: A Fan’s Hope. It’s coproduced by Joss Whedon!
If you do decide to go, we have
one piece of advice: PLAN! You will
not regret it.
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Soon, the months of tantalizing previews will become reality
By Kathleen Xu

While I know CPW
was a little white lie,
it was a one-of-a-kind
experience that I’m
glad to have had.
I’m thrilled to be attending MIT. I first
visited the summer before my senior year.
I quickly fell in love with the math and science puns in the hallway flyers; the engaging admissions officers and modern campus (no ivy here) sealed the deal. I may not
have endured the cold, harsh winters in
the Northeast yet, but Boston sure put on a

pretty face in the summer.
Like many prefrosh, I thought CPW was
the epitome of all things awesome about
MIT. While I know CPW was a little white
lie, it was a one-of-a-kind experience that
I’m glad to have had. I couldn’t believe the
number of activities going on at one time,
as well as the rampant amounts of free food.
Forget the freshman 15, I was going to put
on weight from CPW alone.
My first look at a MIT dorm, East Campus, astonished me. MIT was even cooler
than expected —nerdy references were everywhere! From the walls to the ceilings, the
freedom to express spoke volumes about
MIT. Having to return to a slew of make-up
work and tests back home in Maryland was
slightly disheartening. Yet, the enthusiasm I acquired at CPW has stayed with me
throughout the summer.
Periodical mailings and paperwork requests have ensured that MIT is never far
from my mind. I greatly enjoyed Burton
Conner’s i3 video this year and found myself humming to the cover of “Just a Friend”
long after I ranked my housing preferences.
Housing lottery results came out at the end
of July; I am temped in New House.
As for freshman learning communities, I lotteried into ESG at the beginning

of summer. I chose ESG because of the
small classes that are the hallmark of the
program. I am determined to go out of my
comfort zone in college, and becoming an
active learner in the classroom offers exactly that. (The lizard tattoos given out at CPW
also helped.)

My first look at a MIT
dorm, East Campus,
astonished me. MIT
was even cooler than
expected!
I’m now waiting with bated breath for
my final lottery results — the HASS-D lottery. With 24.900 (Intro to Linguistics) as
my first choice and 21H.001 (How to Stage a
Revolution) as my second, I’m crossing my
fingers, but expecting the worst.
I’ll arrive on MIT’s campus on Aug. 21
for my FPOP. I hope the coming years will
be remembered with the utmost fondness,
even if there’s a touch of masochism in
there.
So here I am, MIT. I’m as ready as I’ll
ever be.

Considering the implications of our inventions
Spending the summer before MIT working in politics
By Matthew Davis
My last summer of high school — before
I enter the heavenly gates of MIT (thanks to
a certain St. Peter called Stu Schmill and the
admissions committee) — has been one gigantic conglomeration of everything I have
wanted to do but have otherwise slipped up
on during the previous eighteen years of my
life.
I worked on my chess game, my philosophy books, and built some neat stuff, but
the majority of my summer was spent doing
something many would consider very unMITlike: experiencing the world of politics
in order to discover what kind of society we
live in. This voyage is particularly important
to me, as I should know what kind of people
I benefit with the technology I introduce —
am I upholding a society that I believe in,
or one that holds principles contrary to my
own?
This question mainly stems from a comment I made in our MIT Class of 2016 Facebook group, which ran along the lines of:
“Well, you all can continue your political
debate, I’ll just build new things that will
help you have these discussions.”
I still can’t believe I stated that! But to
some extent, it’s pretty reflective of the field
of science — we do not like to get involved
in politics. Our partner school, CalTech, has
had only one protest in its history, when
NBC threatened to cancel the original Star
Trek series.

It all boils down to this:
we claim to believe in
certain ideals while
we live our lives in a
different fashion.
As for myself, I have spent my life exploring knowledge for knowledge’s sake,
collaborating with other people on projects
and happily going on my merry way without having to consider the consequences
of what I am building or the knowledge I
am dispersing, mainly because I was never
building a nuclear reactor in my garage
(see: Radioactive Boy Scout). However, as
my life advances and I am now attending
one of the world’s best — if not the best
— engineering schools, it is high time that
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I paused to consider the ramifications of
what I could potentially create.
My search for understanding how society functions took me back into the world
of my textbooks, my friends and family,
my community and my world, researching various aspects of economics, value
theory, public policy and who the big players are and why they are so huge. This line
of research resulted in my political work; I
interned at a local state Republican legislator’s office, where, in addition to putting
postage stamps on envelopes and writing
the congressman’s name on letters, I researched new legislation or the appropriate
stance on various issues. This led to me getting involved in a campaign, where I started
volunteering and then became a Junior
Field Organizer.
This summer, I have learned a few golden nuggets about why we have an imperfect
world. In the end, it all boils down to this:
we claim to believe in certain ideals while
we live our lives in a different fashion.
One example of this can be found in educational policy. Americans believe, for the
most part, that everyone is entitled to a free,
public education through the twelfth grade.
If everyone goes through public schooling,
then every child in a public school should
be treated equally in regards to opportunities and funding. Theoretically, public dollars are used to guarantee that every child
is being given the same opportunity, and
no one student has a leg up on another
through the public education system.
In reality, however, schools are funded
in drastically different ways; more money
and better teachers go to certain schools,
while others are left to rot in the dust.
Schools in areas with higher minority populations tend to have less funding and do
worse overall when it comes to academics
than schools in affluent areas with largely
white populations. A real-life scenario is
my own school district, the Manatee County School District. The local newspaper, the
Bradenton Herald, stores school grades going back thirteen years, as well as some vital
statistics.
In the high school category, Palmetto,
Bayshore, and Southeast are located in
largely minority areas that are considered
“economically depressed” by our local
standards — the rate of students who get
free lunches as well as the percentage of minority students are significantly higher than
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banning the spread of their business? In
Florida, we still have Ku Klux Klan groups
that have meetings, and we are obligated by
law not to prevent their organization from,
well, organizing.

It is important for us, as engineers, to examine
the society in which our technologies are being
introduced and who can potentially use them.
the connection to school quality – Palmetto,
Bayshore and Southeast have a history of
lower grades than the other three schools.
There are many factors that contribute to
this – greater parental involvement drives
greater pressure on the school district to
give more to certain schools, the children of
big political donors attend certain institutions, etcetera. So, again, while we profess
in believing in a free, public education for
everyone, this education is not equal on a
per-student basis.
Another great example of the gap between idealism and realism is censorship.
People generally agree that free speech is a
fundamental human right; however, when
people hold an opinion which is different
from an accepted view, this opinion tends
to be stifled.
The concept of content-based censorship has surfaced recently in the Chick-fil-A
scandal. The President of Chick-fil-A, Dan
Cathy, supported his restaurant’s previously mentioned stance on gay marriage, that
marriage should be between a man and a
woman. This is controversial for LGBTQ
rights groups primarily because Chick-filA contributes money to organizations that
promote this stance in political arenas. I,
personally, do not support their stance and
I will never eat at a Chick-fil-A again, regardless of how delicious the chicken is.
This is perfectly fine — if an individual
chooses not to support a certain establishment, it is their right to choose to give
it their support or deny it. In the case of
Chick-fil-A, though, we have mayors of cities (notably Boston and Chicago) banning
the establishment from expanding within
their areas. In this case, the government
is banning a corporation because of their
views on an issue. This takes the aspect of
choice out of the hands of individuals, and
into the hands of government. Is it right for
the government to censor Chick-fil-A by
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other schools. Braden River, Lakewood
Ranch and Manatee are located in very affluent, white areas of the district, with a
lower rate of free lunches and a smaller percentage of minority students. You can see
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In essence, Boston, Chicago, and San
Francisco have told Chick-fil-A that they
have no right to incorporate at all in their
cities, practically stifling the opposition
through force. Where I live, we have a place
called the Prism Youth Initiative, where
LGBTQ youth can meet and feel safe —
what if my city had banned such an organization from even existing within our limits,
because it did not agree with the LGBTQ
lifestyle? These problems arise when government chooses to stifle opinions. Is it
right for the government to choose which
groups can meet and which groups cannot? Or is it better for each individual to
decide?
So, back to my original question. In essence, we live in a world where borders
are, in one sense, rapidly decaying, and in
another sense, intensifying. It is important
for us, as engineers, to examine the society in which our technologies are being
introduced and who can potentially use
them for their own gain or to harm others in some way. The term for this line of
questioning is commonly known as “The
Oppenheimer Question.” J. Robert Oppenheimer lived the rest of his life trying to
work for the destruction of what he created
— the atomic bomb. He neglected to fully
consider the worldwide implications of his
creation.
What we develop will help certain
groups of people and potentially hurt others. When we develop something new, we
could potentially be upholding something
that we do not agree with. After all, during World War 2, many of the world’s most
brilliant scientists lived in Germany! Regardless of whether they agreed with what
was happening or not, their advances in
technologies contributed to Germany’s
successes. It is necessary for us to examine
what we believe in and how to work to reinforce those ideals.

Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life CampuS

Here I am, less than a month from starting what will arguably be the best four years
of my life. Am I incredibly excited? Scared?
Still half-convinced that I was perhaps admitted by mistake?
Yes, yes, and yes!
I’m holding on tightly to these precious last days of summer. Knowing that
this may very well be my last summer to
myself, I have chosen to deliberately forgo
internships. Instead, I’ve created a summer bucket list and am slowly but surely
going through it. With items like fly a kite,
fill a sketchbook, and visit the zoo, my list
is probably as far from lab work as you can
get. Nonetheless, I am eager to UROP once
school starts.
In many ways, my path to MIT began
three years ago when my interest in science
sparked for the first time. For the first 14
years of my life, I had always thought of myself as a humanities girl. I attended a magnet humanities program in middle school,
and a liberal arts IB program in high school.
English and history were my favorites.
But when given the option of an elective sophomore year, I chose an additional
science class: anatomy and physiology. For

half of high school, I wanted to be a doctor.
I almost didn’t sign up for the class, though.
Cat dissections? No, thank you. After that
class (and only partially getting over my
fear), I didn’t hesitate to pile on the science
classes. Even though I no longer wanted to
be a doctor, I realized that science was fun!
By the time I graduated, I had taken eight
science classes while fulfilling the requirements to obtain an IB diploma. Now that
high school is behind me, I’m facing my future with high hopes.

campus Life

In anticipation of MIT
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Planning Board rejects Novartis courtyard proposal
Board raised concerns about gated courtyard, slope of ramps, and fencing’s proximity to street
By John A. Hawkinson
Staff Reporter

On July 17, the Cambridge
Planning Board reviewed Novartis’ plans for fencing its public access courtyard at the new
Novartis campus. The board rejected the plans due to concerns
over the courtyard security, requiring Novartis to come back
with a new proposal.

Concerns were
also raised about
whether the area
was inviting, and
how the public
would know they
were entitled to
use the space.
The new Novartis campus on
the east side of Massachusetts
Avenue will be 50 percent devoted to a public green courtyard,
as a condition of the zoning petition that allows some parts of the
new campus to reach 125 feet in
height, as well as other miscellaneous zoning relief. The courtyard is designed by Michael Van
Valkenburgh Associates, a landscape architecture firm.
The board was concerned
that there would be no public access to the courtyard on
weekends or evenings, the times
when members of the public
with 9 – 5 jobs might want to use
the space. Some members questioned the necessity of gating
the area; Novartis is concerned
about the security of their scientists in the face of potential

protests.
Concerns were also raised
about whether the area was inviting, and how the public would
know they were entitled to use
the space. (The board’s inquiry
about signage was in response to
a query from The Tech.)
The new campus, located at
181–211 Mass. Ave., is currently
under construction and is expected to be finished next year.
The existing Novartis campus
west of Mass. Ave. has a smaller, stone courtyard available
for public use during business
hours, but almost no one knows
about it. With its black wrought
iron fencing, it cannot really be
considered inviting.
When the planning board approved Novartis’ zoning petition
for the new campus, it attached
a condition requiring Novartis
to present its plans for courtyard
security measures to the planning board.
In addition to the policy concerns about the courtyard, the
board also raised technical questions, such as about the slope of
ramps. It also noted that ramps
exceeding five percent grade
would require railings, but observed that those rails were not
pictured in Novartis’ renderings.
The board asked Novartis to
try to redesign the walkways to
not require railings. The board
also asked Novartis if the fencing
could be further back from the
streets.
A copy of Novartis’ submission to the planning board is
available at http://tech.mit.edu/
V132/N30/novartis/. It offers
views of the campus from the
streets with the fencing open as
well as with the fencing closed.

Source: Novartis/Michael Van Valkenburgh

Novartis’ new campus on the east side of Massachusetts Avenue will have a green public courtyard; the
planning board rejected their proposal for a gate that is open during the day (top) and closed at night (bottom).

Stay connected between the issues
with campus news over the summer
Blogs @ The Tech
http://techblogs.mit.edu

The Tech’s Facebook Page
http://facebook.com/themittech

The Tech’s Twitter Feed
http://twitter.com/thetech
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Institute Double
Take
By David Da He
Staff Photographer

The foot traffic in Lobby 7 is
captured in a long exposure as
people enter from 77 Mass. Ave.
The time of sunset is chosen so
that sunlight floods the background. Black and white is used
to provide contrast to the photo.

Aperture:
ƒ/11
Exposure Time:
2.5 sec.
Sensitivity:
ISO 100
Effective Focal Length:
27 mm

Sloan Beehive nurtures start-ups on MIT campus
Beehive, from Page 1
“Feed Honey” was quickly modified to “Need Money.”
Of the 40 teams, approximately
10 split their time with MassChallenge, the world’s largest global
start-up competition. About 15
teams, of two to three people each,
are in the office at a given time.
Since each team is so busy,
GeckoCAP’s Steven Chiu says,
“There’s a lot of great teams…but
it’s a little hard to socialize.” Still,
“it’s inspiring to know there are
others as crazy as us,” says Rallyt’s
George Elfond.
Wednesday night happy hours
and
biweekly
brainstorming
“IdeaStorm” sessions on Fridays
bring the groups together. A guest
lecture series featuring investors,
lawyers, and entrepreneurs helped
teams refine their products.
Early stage investors helped
Chiu and GeckoCAP gauge excitement for the product. Additionally,
Cohen mentions that teams were
able to “offload a lot of questions
and concerns” on a member of MIT
start-up Locu.
In addition, each week, one
team is appointed as the “Ambassador of Fun” and is responsible for
hosting at least one morale-boosting event, says Cohen.
Additionally, a lot of the advice
is given informally.
When Super PAC App’s Dan
Siegel MBA ’12 wanted to open a
company bank account, “everyone
made time” in the Beehive office to
weigh the pros and cons of each option and by the end of the afternoon,
he “knew for sure” which one to
choose. In another example, since
“neither of us knew where coders
hung,” other teams gave Chiu and
the GeckoCAP team advice about
how to contact programmers.
Cohen hopes that his initial
class of companies will share a “sort
of fraternity that will last.” Throughout the summer, he witnessed new
levels of collaboration.
As an entrepreneur, you feel
your “idea so unique that if you articulate your idea, you’re afraid it
will be stolen… and hold ideas fairly close to the chest,” Cohen says.
Yet, in order to progress, companies must reconcile this paradigm
in the early stage of a venture. The
Beehive companies became more
comfortable with sharing their
ideas through the summer.
As for next summer’s companies, a new Beehive location is
needed as the Sloan space is redirected. Though the Beehive is
already viewed as a success in the

eyes of the Trust Center, Cohen
says “everything has its start… and
my successor will undoubtedly
take the hive to that next level.” He
thinks the Beehive will continue
to evolve to best fit the needs of
the Trust Center and greater MIT
community.
Cohen will give advice to the
next Beehive managing director as
he pursues his own start-up next
summer. Audiocommon will allow
musicians to access tools typically
available only in the recording studio, saving time in the recording
pipeline.

Cohen hopes that
his initial class of
companies will
share a ‘sort of
fraternity that will
last.’
“As people, our need to create
is very inherent,” says Cohen who
views entrepreneurship as an “academic major agnostic lifestyle.”
Whether you’re a chemical
engineer, Course 6 or an English
major, entrepreneurship is about
finding problems and fixing those
problems, he says.

Super PAC App
Over $300 million has been
raised and spent by super PACs already in 2012, leaving voters with a
dizzying array of media messages
and intentions.
Enter Siegel, Jennifer Hollett and
their new Super PAC App expected
to be available Aug. 20. Users of the
free app can simply hold up their
iPhone to a television screen to instantly learn the political leanings
and total expenditures of the super
PAC, organization, or official campaign funding the advertisement.
The app also allows users to check
a commercial’s claims by linking
to related third party sources like
opensecrets.com which reveals political spending. Users can then rate
the overall commercial and view
their friends’ ratings via Facebook
and Twitter.
The app evolved from a final
project for a Media Lab class focusing on situations involving multiple
media screens (television, computer etc.) with related content in
which Siegel and Hollett, a Harvard
Kennedy School graduate were enrolled. Excitement from the Media
Lab and the Trust Center and a
grant from the Knight Foundation,
which funds innovation in journal-

ism, allowed them to “take the app
from a concept and class project to
a company building a real application” says Siegel. He also describes
their summer stint at the Beehive as
“another example of MIT letting us
stand on its shoulders.”
The summer has been busy. The
team recruited start-up guru and
iPhone app developer Bob Caslin.
They are also assembling the MP3
audio file database which is required so that the app can uniquely
identify every campaign ad using
TuneSat audio fingerprinting technology. About 90 percent of these
files can be obtained from Youtube
channels or websites by webcrawlers. For those not yet put up online,
the team must rely on a network of
journalists and other sources.
Siegel wants to ensure the app
is something “people will care to
use,” especially in the swing states.
The team will be attending both
the Democratic and Republican
National Convention. Additionally,
about 10 people each in many of
the swing states have been generating awareness about and responses
to the app. For example, previous feedback led to a “parting of
the clouds moment” that changed
the way some of the buttons were
placed on the app, explains Siegel.
Post-election, SuperPAC App
also plans to analyze the 2012 election data as one of the relatively few
companies in this sphere. A University of Pennsylvania International
Relations graduate and Toronto
native respectively, Siegel and Hollett are exploring ways to expand
the app for different countries and
elections. The app could also be
extended to check claims on any
product based commercial. As for
2016, Siegel leaves plans open.
“2016? We could be flying in cars
by then.”

GeckoCap
Asthma is the number one
chronic children’s disease and primary cause for child hospitalizations and for missing school. Yet,
don’t fear.
Operating under the motto
“Simple Asthma Management,”
the GeckoCap team aims to reduce
preventable asthma attacks and
hospitalizations. Founded Michael
Chiu PhD ’97 and Israeli doctor
Yechiel Engelhard MBA ’12, GeckoCap will encourage better adherence to recommended dosages and
better monitoring of asthma symptoms — two small ways to make a
huge difference.
The green cap fits over a child’s
current everyday maintenance in-

haler and glows when a child needs
to take their medication so that they
will not forget even if symptoms
aren’t flaring up. The GeckoCap
also fits over a child’s rescue inhaler. The small device can notify parents via a mobile device if the child
has not taken their medicine.
“That way, I’m more aware and
can respond in a timely manner,”
says Chiu, the parent of a nineyear-old with asthma.
Additionally, all the inhaler usage data is uploaded to a cloud and
can be sent to the child’s physician who previously only relied on
self-reported accounts. Such data,
both in individual and in aggregate,
can provide better diagnoses and
tracking.
The idea sprung out of the Media
Lab’s New Media Medicine Hackathon where GeckoCap took first
place. They both became enamored with the asthma project. They
developed a prototype and were
semifinalists in the MIT 100K competition. They also recently placed
first in the Boston Beta competition
for health and biotech start-ups.
Both former students of Bill Aulet,
the managing director of the Trust
Center, the pair is now pursuing the
project full time in their river-view
Beehive office this summer.

About 10 people
each in many of the
swing states have
been generating
awareness about
Super Pac App.
With the help of Course 6 undergraduates Louis Sobel ’14 and
Tal Tchwella ’14, Yechiel says this
summer the team has been working on building a robust back end
and a mobile app. With plans to get
a product on the market sometime
next year, the team is also contacting different psychologists and
hospitals for product feedback and
developing their fundraising pitch.

RallyT
The basic premise of Rallyt is
that organizing has not made the
technological leap that other industries, such as retail or travel
have. “Amazon started as nothing
but Barnes and Noble on a website,” says Eugene Feldman, one of
the three founders of Rallyt.
“However, Facebook and Groupon could have never existed offline,” he continues. By leveraging
the transformational power of the

Internet, Rallyt hopes to help individuals organize through a web
platform by providing unique tools
to achieve social change.
Many traditional organizers
have embraced social networking
tools, such as Facebook and Twitter. Yet, they quickly realized that
these tools were great for sharing
but not for coordinating actions like
protesting or contacting journalists.
“We heard from many organizers over and over that Facebook
groups [work] mostly to invite
people to events — they are not
effective for anything else organizers do,” says founder Mykhaylo
Kostandov.
“In addition, most of our Facebook friends are not really our
friends — they are our colleagues,
classmates and random acquaintances. It’s hard to post political
causes if you’re working for Chevron in Texas and you’re voting
for Barack Obama or at Google in
Silicon Valley and plan to support
Mitt Romney for that matter,” says
Feldman.
Co-founder Elfond describes
the range of purposes Rallyt could
help coordinate, from completing
actions ranging from sending a petition to town hall when a tree falls
on a neighborhood sidewalk all the
way to helping overthrow oppressive dictators.
The founders were partly influenced by the lack of attention given
to police brutality against the oil
worker protests in Kazakhstan in
November of last year. Elfond believes a site like Rallyt would make
“the potential oppressors be concerned about the world opinion
and thus not feel like they can brutally crack down on their people.”
Based in Cambridge, the team
has benefited from access to a
range of academic advisors at MIT
and Harvard. All three co-founders
have met more than 10 years ago
and have worked together on a
range of projects.
“[Without the Beehive], we
could have been in a garage in Los
Angeles,” says Feldman.
Yet now the team is putting finishing touches on their interface for
a private beta in October with several organizations that will be early
adopters. There is a lot of interest in
a better organizing infrastructure
for non profits, but the October private beta release will only be open
to 3 – 5 diverse organizations.
“Only the companies that are
embracing an important social
purpose and are willing to adopt
new technologies for that will be
selected,” concludes Elfond.
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City Council will wait a week to approve for 300 Mass. Ave;
wants to preserve affordable housing in negotiation
By John A. Hawkinson
Staff Reporter

MIT and Forest City, the developers of University Park, are poised to
receive approval to construct a new
life sciences building at 300 Massachusetts Avenue, immediately north
of Random Hall.
In a surprise move on Monday,
Cambridge Mayor Henrietta Davis
rescheduled the city council’s discussion and vote to next Monday,
Aug. 6.
The new building will demolish
most of the block, from the longshuttered Cambridgeport Saloon,
through Thailand Cafe and up to All
Asia, and construct a seven-story
new building for Millennium Pharmaceuticals. Millennium will lease
the building for fifteen years.
Random Hall will remain untouched, as will the gas station and
the New England School of English
dormitory behind Random facing Green Street. Demolition could
start late this year, if the proposal is
approved.
Although MIT owns much of the
property for the proposed development, it has been silent in the zoning amendment process. Forest City
Enterprises has leased MIT’s land
for purposes of this building, and
has also leased the remainder of
the block that is owned by the Hollisian family. It is Forest City that has
brought its proposals before Cambridge’s planning board and city
council.

Local resident opposition
There has been substantial community opposition to the building
proposal from local residents; Forest
City is seeking a number of zoning
changes, like allowing more height
and building in more square feet
than is currently allowed.
If built without either a special
permit from the planning board or
a zoning change from the city council, the building would be limited to
139,000 square feet, and to 65 feet
in height of occupied space (with
additional mechanical penthouses
and rooftop mechanicals that are
not in the regulation). With a special
permit from the planning board, the
building could go to 80 feet of occupied height. Forest City seeks a zoning change that gives them an additional 108,000 square feet, for a total
of 247,000 square feet, and 94 feet of
occupied height.
According to Forest City, the
penthouse of the building would
reach up to 128 feet high, with most
portions at 123 feet. By comparison,
the Novartis building to the south
(the former NECCO factory) has a 97
foot roof and a 120 foot penthouse.
Community opposition has centered around the height and the lack
of housing associated with the proposal. Local residents are concerned
that Forest City is not proposing to
build housing, and also that they
wish to exceed the allowable height
for the parcel, which was set during a
hard-won zoning fight decades ago.
But Forest City’s original proposal
for the building, in December 2010,
requested no increase in height — it
was the full 80 feet that the planning
board can grant. But the planning

forest city / Kling Stubbins, July 11, 2012

Forest City’s proposed building at 300 Massachusetts Avenue would rise to 128 feet at its tallest penthouse, eight feet taller than the penthouse
on the Novartis building, a block to the south. 300 Mass. Ave. will have a variety of different heights, with including a lower 65-foot section adjacent
to Random Hall, a 94-foot section for most of the width (with a 123-foot penthouse), and a 128-foot tower section. Rooftop mechanicals would be
above these heights.
board, in 2011, asked Forest City to
adjust their design to add articulation: making some parts of the building taller and some shorter. They did
so.
The planning board also asked
Forest City to work with the city’s
Community Development department to add housing. Forest City
came back this year with a proposal
that included a 14-story residential
building near the firehouse. But local residents expressed concern that
the proposed building would cast
shadows on Jill Brown Rhone Park in
Lafayette Square. As a result, the city
council amended the proposal on
June 11 to remove the housing.
Forest City’s proposal also includes a $1.1 million “community
benefit” contribution to the city,
contingent on the building being
built. They have also committed to
ground floor retail, and have hired
the same retail consultant who led
to Flour and Central Bottle at Novartis, two blocks south. They will have
about three times much retail space
as Novartis now has.

Monday’s council meeting
The city council typically meets
only once over the summer, and
about thirty protesters stood in front
of City Hall with large signs prior to
the meeting, which ended up lasting
six hours.
About 100 people had signed up
to speak at the public comment portion of the meeting. Comments are
limited to three minutes, suggesting as much as five hours of public
comment.
But at the beginning of the meeting, Mayor Henrietta Davis announced that the Forest City petition would be postponed for one
week until a special meeting of the
City Council at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 6. She was loudly booed
and derided by many members of
the crowd, who filled the city council
chambers.
Many people who had planned to
speak left, but public comment still
lasted three-and-a-half-hours.

John A. Hawkinson—The Tech

Susan Yanow, of the Area 4 Neighborhood Coaliton, protests the further development of Central Square
on Monday in front of City Hall. Other protesters held signs with “Don’t Kendalize Central” and “No Permit 4
Forest City” written. Yanow is the author of a “downzoning”petition to institute a development moratorium in
the area.
Two-and-a-half hours into public comment, Cambridge resident
Cathy Hoffmann demanded an explanation for the mayor’s actions,
expressing the palpable frustration
of the room: that many residents had
invested a lot of effort to be present
at the meeting, including rearranging vacation plans. Hoffman stated
her intention to not leave the microphone until Davis explained. Scores
of residents rose to their feet in her
support.
After a contentious discussion
and a brief recess, the council voted
to suspend the rules and allow the
mayor to respond during the public

we’re seeking to build
our forces join@tech.mit.edu

comment portion of the meeting.
Davis explained that the delay
was about housing. About 150 units
of affordable housing within University Park are threatened with expiry,
meaning they will no longer be reserved for affordable housing, Davis
said.
Davis and the council became
aware of this issue late last week, and
“it suddenly became an opportunity in the negotiations/discussions
around the Forest City petition,” Davis said.
As a result, Davis unilaterally
chose to defer consideration of the
Forest City petition until a special

meeting next week.
Davis had no response to why
there was no advance notice of the
change to the meeting’s agenda.
In many ways, the lack of notice
and transparency has been typical
of the city council’s process on this
petition. There was no advance notice that the housing tower would
be removed from the proposal by
the council in June. At an ordinance
committee meeting on July 25, Forest
City presented additional materials
that had not been seen prior to the
meeting, causing confusion among
some members of the council and
the public.
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Lottery officials knew about Cash WinFall’s flaws
Gambling syndicates included MIT students; spent over $40 million in seven years
By Andrea Estes
The Boston Globe

Massachusetts State Lottery officials knew for years that a small
group of gambling syndicates had
virtually taken over a game called
Cash WinFall — winning most of
the prizes during high payoff periods — but did nothing about it until
the Globe began investigating, according to state Inspector General
Gregory W. Sullivan.
Sullivan’s report details the
way a handful of math and science
wizards, including Massachusetts
Institute of Technology undergraduates looking for an interesting
school project, turned Cash WinFall into a nearly fulltime business,
spending $40 million on tickets
over a seven-year period and winning an estimated $48 million.

MIT undergrads
turned Cash
WinFall into a
nearly fulltime
business.
And lottery officials were happy
about the huge sales to these sophisticated gamblers, bending and
breaking lottery rules to allow them
to buy hundreds of thousands of
the $2 tickets, Sullivan found. If
anything, lottery officials were envious, with one supervisor asking in
an e-mail: “How do I become part
of the club when I retire?”
State Treasurer Steven Grossman, who oversees the lottery, finally stopped the game this year.
On Monday, Grossman said the
agency should have taken action
sooner.
“I feel it is important to essentially apologize to the public
because a game was created that
allowed syndicates to gain special
opportunities that others did not
have — using machines themselves,
partnership with lottery agents, using them after hours. We’re sorry
some gained unfair advantage,”
said Grossman, who had requested
Sullivan’s investigation.
“Revenues were tremendous
and the lottery benefited, but there
were practices that were not appropriate and things done that were
not right,” he said.
However, the inspector general
recommended no further action,
concluding that lottery officials
got no personal benefit from the
syndicates’ manipulations. He also
found that ordinary gamblers still
had a fair chance at winning Cash
WinFall, though the syndicates reported a much higher rate of profit
than ordinary gamblers.
Sullivan found that the lottery
failed to manage the game or enforce the rules, but concluded the
game was “a financial success for
the lottery.”
The Globe reported last summer that a few gamblers with an
extraordinary knowledge of math
and probability had found a quirk
in Cash WinFall shortly after it was
introduced in 2004, allowing them
to make an almost guaranteed profit as long as they purchased enough
tickets at the right time. They figured out that, for a few days every
three months or so, Cash WinFall
became the most reliably lucrative
lottery game in the country.
Sullivan said that these high rollers made a livelihood from playing
it, giving up their day jobs to devote
nearly full-time to the game, often
backed by hundreds of thousands
of dollars put up by investors.
The leaders of the group of MIT
students stumbled on Cash WinFall as part of a college research
project. James M. Harvey ’05 told
investigators he was looking for
an interesting senior independent
study subject for his final semester
in 2005. He said it took only a few
days to determine that during so-

called “rolldown weeks,” it was easy
for large-scale bettors to win more
than they lose.
Here’s why: Unlike most lottery
games, the biggest prize in Cash
WinFall was capped at $2 million.
If no one won the jackpot when
it reached $2 million, the jackpot
was then redistributed — or “rolled
down” — into the smaller prizes,
making them 5 to 10 times bigger
than normal. Matching 5 of the 6
numbers drawn in Cash WinFall
would normally produce a $4,000
prize, but during a rolldown week,
the prize could top $40,000.
The groups figured out that if
they bought at least $600,000 worth
of tickets, the chances were excellent that they would win back 15
percent to 20 percent more than
they spent. As a result, whenever
the Cash WinFall jackpot got close
to $2 million, the syndicates rushed
to stores to buy as many tickets as
possible.
Harvey said he initially tried
the game on a small scale during
the Feb. 7, 2005, rolldown, winning
$3,000 from $1,000 worth of tickets. The group’s winnings inspired
other betting pools on the MIT
campus, the report said, but Harvey
made it large-scale, forming a company with fellow student Yuran Lu
’05. They called it Random Strategies Investments, after the dorm,
Random Hall, where their plan was
hatched.
Random Strategies officials
spent many hours filling out betting slips and buying tickets at a
few hand-picked stores, the report
said, betting between $17 and $18
million over a seven-year period on
Cash WinFall. Sullivan estimated
the group earned at least $3.5 million in profits from 2005 to 2012,
though Harvey declined to disclose
his group’s earnings.
Leaders of another group, GS
Investment Strategies of Michigan,
told investigators they typically
aimed to buy around 312,000 tickets to ensure profits. On July 14,
2011, the group placed its largest bet
ever, spending $720,000 on 360,000
tickets.

Zhang left his day
job as a biomedical
researcher to focus
mainly on Cash
WinFall in 2006.
A third group, made up of scientists at Boston University and
Northeastern University, started
betting in 2005 after analyzing Cash
WinFall and realized the odds were
in favor of large-scale bettors.
“I told everyone I met: ‘You
should put more money into this
game,’” said Dr. Ying Zhang, who
formed the Doctor Zhang Lottery
Club Limited Partnership.
He told investigators the group
made steady profits from Cash
WinFall from the beginning, just
as his calculations had suggested.
In 2006, he left his day job as a biomedical researcher to focus mainly
on Cash WinFall.
The game’s vulnerability became clear in 2010, Sullivan said,
when the MIT group figured out a
way to win nearly the entire jackpot
for a single drawing, something lottery officials had erroneously concluded was impossible.
The MIT group figured out that,
if it bought enough tickets, it could
push the jackpot to $2 million and
trigger the rolldown all by itself.
In August 2010, the group began
quietly buying up enough tickets
to force a rolldown. The lottery remained silent as the MIT group
stockpiled 700,000 tickets and
did not alert the public that a rolldown week was about to happen,
as it normally does. The MIT group
bought more than 80 percent of
the tickets during the August 2010

Inspector General’s Report on ‘MIT Group’
In January 2005, James M.
Harvey was about to start his final
semester at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Looking
for an interesting independent
study project for his last term, he
considered a project evaluating
the Lottery games Powerball and
MegaMillions to determine which
was more advantageous from
the player’s perspective. While
researching Powerball and MegaMillions, he also reviewed other
Lottery games for comparison.
That was when he began looking
at Cash WinFall and noticed its
unique “roll-down” feature.
In an interview, Mr. Harvey
said that it took him only a few
days to determine that it was possible to make a profit playing Cash
WinFall. He did research, ran calculations and talked to friends in
his MIT dorm, Random Hall.
Among other things, Mr. Harvey went to Lottery headquarters
in Braintree and asked for the
agency’s administrative bulletins
for Cash WinFall. Although no one
could locate the administrative
bulletins, he was able to meet with
a Lottery official who was very familiar with the technical aspects of
the game. That conversation bolstered Mr. Harvey’s own analysis:
during a roll-down, each ticket is
worth more than it costs.
Back at Random Hall, Mr. Harvey embarked on two projects:
drumming up interest in a party to
watch the Feb. 6 Super Bowl and
organizing a betting pool to play
the next Cash WinFall roll-down,
which he expected to occur the
next day – Feb. 7. He didn’t generate much enthusiasm for watching
the New England Patriots play for
the championship, but his analysis of Cash WinFall had broader
appeal. About 50 people each put
$20 into Mr. Harvey’s lottery pool
for the Feb. 7, 2005 roll-down.
Mr. Harvey and members of
the MIT group bought 500 tickets
at nearby retailers. One of those
tickets matched four of the six winning numbers, paying $2,364. Together with some three out of six
matches, Mr. Harvey’s group had
turned $1,000 into about $3,000.
When Mr. Harvey and a fellow
MIT alumnus, Yuran Lu, incorporated their betting enterprise in
2010, they named it Random Strategies Investments LLC in honor of
the dorm where the Cash WinFall
plan was launched.
According to Mr. Harvey, word
circulated on the MIT campus
about Cash WinFall and others
formed similar betting pools that
semester, as many as six. Other
than Mr. Harvey’s, none of the MIT
groups seems to have lasted very
long or grown very large.
The $3,000 in winnings from
the Feb. 7, 2005 roll-down drawing
remained invested in the pool for
future roll-downs. Upon graduation, some members of the MIT
group invested additional money
in the pool. Mr. Harvey and his
colleagues ramped up their ticket
purchases as quickly as funds allowed, to the point where they
could buy 300,000 tickets for each
roll-down drawing.
Mr. Harvey said his calculations
determined that in general buy-

rolldown, Sullivan found, and ultimately cashed in 860 of 983 winning tickets of $600 or more.
Lottery officials previously told
the Globe that they had no way of
knowing what the MIT group was
up to, but Sullivan concluded that
was untrue. He found that the lottery knew the MIT group was buying up hundreds of thousands of
tickets, because the lottery had to
approve extra ticket sales for the
stores the MIT group frequented.
The lottery’s finance department, which approved the extra
sales, failed to notify other lottery
employees whose job was to predict
jackpots for the public.
The inspector general faulted
the lottery for not notifying the public, noting that the agency had been

ing about 300,000 tickets was the
best strategy. However, he varied
the number of tickets purchased
for particular roll-downs based
on several factors: the amount
required to push the jackpot up to
$2 million, estimates of how much
other groups would bet, and even
weather forecasts. As long as the
sets of numbers were chosen so
that winning combinations were
well distributed across the range
of possible outcomes – and as
long as no one hit the jackpot – Mr.
Harvey could be virtually certain
he and his investors would make
a profit.
Even when the MIT group
had enough money to purchase
300,000 tickets for a drawing, its
ticket buying was limited by other
factors. One constraint was simply
getting enough ticket slips filled
out. Mr. Harvey developed a computer program that would generate sets of numbers that would
provide an optimal distribution
across the range of possible drawing results. Under Lottery rules,
betting slips can’t be computer
generated so the group had to fill
out betting slips by hand – oval by
oval – to match each set of numbers generated by Mr. Harvey’s
computer program. Simply filling
out the betting slips was time-consuming. However, the betting slips
could be reused so that once the
slips had been created, Mr. Harvey
and his friends did not have to repeat that part of the operation.
Another constraint was locating stores that would handle large
volume purchases. Many retail
outlets balked at processing tickets on the scale that the MIT group
and other high-volume bettors
were seeking. Handling 10,000
tickets, including scanning in the
slip with the requested numbers,
could easily take several hours.
Many store managers objected to
having a staff member monopolized for long stretches. Although
retail stores make a 5 percent
commission on Lottery sales, tying up a clerk for hours at the lottery terminal could interfere with
other store operations.
In addition, the MIT group, like
other high-volume bettors, invariably had thousands of “free bets”
to redeem from prior drawings.
The store clerk is required to do
twice as much work to process a
free bet. First, the agent must scan
the earlier ticket to redeem the free
bet and then scan the betting slip.
In addition, the store only gets a 1
percent commission – 2 cents – on
a free bet redemption because it is
considered a claimed prize, not a
new sale. In Mr. Harvey’s words,
“it was really a grind.”
Over time, Mr. Harvey said the
group found a handful of retail Lottery agents – a Texaco station and
a White Hen Pantry in Belmont,
a convenience store in Back Bay
across the Charles River from MIT,
and a Mobil station in Amesbury
– that would process the group’s
large orders accurately. The MIT
group used these four locations
over and over again.
Other factors could also slow
Random Strategies down. If the
weather was humid, the ticket
machines were more likely to jam.

caught off-guard by the MIT group
— even though the group had been
preparing for a forced rolldown for
years before it carried one out.
Sullivan concluded the lottery
was aware of the gamblers’ activities as far back as 2005 and cracked
down only after officials feared negative publicity.
For instance, in April 2010, compliance officer John Marino visited
the two Western Massachusetts
stores where the Michigan group
routinely spent hundreds of thousands of dollars during rolldowns
— and found no problems.
“Everything is very organized
and runs smoothly,” wrote Marino,
who mentioned that the owners of
both stores were part of the Michigan betting club. The lottery even

If a terminal was running low on
ink, it could take several tries to
redeem a winning ticket. Once,
a power outage in the Belmont
and Cambridge area interrupted
the group’s pre-roll-down ticket
buying.
Identifying the winning tickets
was also time-consuming. Mr.
Harvey wouldn’t describe his ticket-sorting operation in detail, saying his system was proprietary.
He did reveal that he kept records
showing the panels of six-number
sets played in each drawing so
that as soon as the numbers were
announced he could quickly know
how many winners the group held
at each prize level. He also said he
has storage boxes filled with millions of losing Cash WinFall tickets
to present to auditors. Mr. Harvey
said state and federal tax authorities have audited his group almost
every year since they started playing Cash WinFall.
Tax compliance was also a
headache for high-volume bettors.
Every time Random Strategies
turned in a batch of winning tickets, the Lottery generated a W-2G
for every member of the group.
Even small investors in the MIT
group – for example, someone
who won $800 over the course
of a year – would get dozens of
W-2Gs every year and have to
spend hours accounting for their
winnings on their tax returns. The
hassle prompted some people
to cash out and leave the investment pool, Mr. Harvey said. The
tax hassle was one reason that the
MIT group, which began with 40
to 50 people, dropped to a couple
dozen participants in the years
after graduation and ended with
10 members at the conclusion of
Cash WinFall earlier this year.
For Mr. Harvey, operating the
Cash WinFall investment pool was
a nearly full-time occupation during the group’s seven-year participation in the game. It also involved
substantial time commitments
from two or three other members
of the MIT group. Mr. Harvey did
other engineering projects on the
side when his schedule permitted,
but refining the calculations, filling
out betting slips, organizing ticket
purchases, claiming prizes and
keeping track of the group’s business records was time-consuming
work.
It was also a lucrative enterprise. Mr. Harvey said the MIT
group wagered between $17 million and $18 million on Cash WinFall. He declined to disclose what
its profits were. The OIG estimated
that the MIT group made at least
$3.5 million before taxes, assuming that it had profits before taxes
of a minimum of 20 percent during its seven-year participation in
the game.
The rewards of his participation in Cash WinFall have not dramatically changed Mr. Harvey’s
lifestyle. Mr. Harvey said that
when he began playing Cash WinFall, his car was a 1995 Chevrolet
Corsica which he had purchased
for $500 at a government auction. As the MIT group became
successful at Cash WinFall, he upgraded his ride to a high-mileage
1999 Nissan Altima.

placed a second Cash WinFall machine at both Billy’s Beverage of
Sunderland and Jerry’s Place in
South Deerfield, allowing the gamblers to process more bets faster.
After the Globe reported on the
syndicates’ takeover of Cash WinFall last July, Grossman disciplined
the owners of the two stores that
had allowed the Michigan group
to run the ticket machines themselves, and restricted the number
of tickets any store could sell in a
day, essentially ending the groups’
dominance. The game was phased
out earlier this year.
“I see this as a teachable moment, to send a message to our customers that the integrity of the lottery is of paramount importance,”
said Grossman.

Strangers to Fiction by Deena Wang

Fill It Up by Gail Grabowski

ACROSS
1 Difficult
5 Poisonous snakes
9 Emcee
13 Confederate general Robert __
14 Good buddy
15 Major artery
16 College military unit: Abbr.
17 Soft-drink flavor
18 Water vapor
19 Flavorful holder for hot beef
21 Aromas
22 “So long!”
23 Tonight Show host
25 Poor grades
28 Thermometer measure
32 Stinging insects
36 Wind-direction indicator
38 Male hog
39 __ spumante wine
40 Honeydew or cantaloupe
41 Cold War adversary: Abbr.
42 Manner of walking
43 Clothes-pressing appliance
44 Leg joints
45 Stretch out haphazardly
47 Rudolph’s red feature
49 Auction actions
51 Rides a bike
56 Treat with contempt
59 Tex-Mex snack holder
62 Like zoo animals
63 Canyon sound
64 Roof overhang
65 Impressive display
66 “Huh?”
67 Fencing blade
68 Can’t do without
69 Collectors’ goals
70 Whispered “Hey you!

[1086] Eyelash Wish Log

A

WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

Sudoku I

Techdoku I

Solution, page 20

Solution, page 20

5
4
6

DOWN
1 Tubular sandwiches
2 Without help
3 Adjust, as shoelaces
4 Wooden duck
5 Increase gradually
6 “Scat!”
7 Opposite of “push”
8 Itsy-bitsy
9 Holder for a frankfurter
10 Black-and-white cookie
11 Leading actor
12 Scottish caps
15 In unison
20 Head-motion assents
24 Adam and Eve’s garden
26 “. . . happily __ after”
27 Hair stylist’s shop
29 Thorny flower
30 Make simpler
31 Makes mistakes
32 Dog’s tail movements
33 “Right now!” in a memo
34 Mix together
35 Holder for a gyro sandwich
37 Prohibited thing
40 Not very spicy
44 Lock openers
46 Gusty
48 Goes fast
50 One-pot beef dishes
52 Baby bird’s sound
53 Jumps
54 North Pole workers
55 Icy precipitation
56 Read quickly
57 Show concern
58 Fairy tale meanie
60 Have sore muscles
61 Casual talk

Solution, page 20
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Ooh, another one. Uh ... the ability to alter any coefficients of friction at will during sporting events.

Fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun fun un FUN FUN FUN FUN fun
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3
4

8
4
9
2 1
6
4
6 9

6 1
7
5
6 8
8
5
7
1
7
5 2
4
9
5

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

80×

72×

5

1−

3−

180×

4

1

9+

15×

1−

12×

2÷

3

4−

5×

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
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[2686]

by Jorge Cham

Sudoku II
Solution, page 20

1
4
2
3 6
2 7

5
2 1
4
9
7 2
6 4 5
2 1
9
3
4 5
3
5
9 2
1
1
6
4

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Techdoku II
Solution, page 20

20+

8×

1−

160×

5×

4

6×

3

12×

180×

6×

2−

144×

5

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun

Uppercut by Steven Sullivan
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US women’s gymnastics: Gold

Sports SHort

As of Tuesday, US second to China in the medal count

Stephen Young ’09 named
to 2012 World Rowing
Championship team

By Sarah Weir
Sports Editor

The 2012 London Olympics officially started on Friday with a quirky
opening ceremony which included
the Queen jumping out of a helicopter and lots of corgis.
Saturday kicked off the Games
with the men’s road race. Great Britain’s team was expected to shine as
it included sprinter Mark Cavendish
and Tour de France winner Bradley
Wiggins. Along with Great Britain,
the U.S. was also in good position to
medal as Timmy Duggan and Tejay
Van Garderen tried to lead 22-yearold Taylor Phinney to gold. Swiss
rider Fabian Cancellara was also in
medal contention until he crashed
and injured his right shoulder during
Saturday’s race.
The favored riders remained in
the peloton for the majority of the
race, expecting to eventually catch up
to the lead breakaways. In a surprising turn, they never made it. An early
breakaway remained at the front up
until the end. Alexandr Vinokurov
from Kazakhstan won gold, Colombian Rigoberto Urán Urán earned silver,
and Alexander Kristoff from Norway
edged out Phinney to win the bronze.

Former MIT heavyweight crew coxswain Stephen
Young ’09 will represent the United States at the
2012 World Rowing Championships which will be
held from Aug. 15 to 19 in Plovdiv, Bulgaria. This will
be Young’s second time coxing at the World Rowing
Championships. Last year in Lake Karapiro, New Zealand, he raced in the men’s coxed pair and in the lightweight men’s eight.
In 2009, Young steered the MIT heavyweight men
to their best season in recent history, helping the
crew defeat Princeton University for the first time
since 1975. This year, Young will cox Justin Stangel
and Blaise Didier as they attempt to win the U.S.’s first
medal in the coxed pair since 2009. The trio will likely
face strong crews from Australia, Canada, Germany,
and Italy, all medalists in the event from the previous
two World Rowing Championships.

—Lucas Goodman

Are you a redditor‽
We have narwals!
And bacon!
join@tech.mit.edu
join@tech.mit.edu
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9
5
6
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7
3
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8
6
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4
1
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2
9
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5
7
3

6
5
9
7
3
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2
4
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1
9
5
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4
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6
8
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3
6
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9
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7
8
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6
1
9
4
3
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5
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3
1
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6
1
4
5
3
2

3
4
1
2
6
5

The upcoming races will likely be
even more interesting as these riders
try to take back their titles.
The U.S. continues to dominate
this Olympics in the pool. However,
this year’s story differs from when
Michael Phelps dominated basically
everything in Beijing.
On Tuesday morning, Phelps
needed one more medal to become
the most decorated Olympian of all
time. He barely missed the podium
in the 400 meter individual medley,
earning fourth place while teammate
Ryan Lochte won the gold. However,
he was part of the men’s 4x100 meter freestyle relay that won the silver medal after a late comeback by
France’s Yannick Agnel stole the U.S.’s
glory. Phelps isn’t looking to repeat
what he did in Beijing, but after earning silver in the 200 meter butterfly
and gold in his final event, the 4x200
meter freestyle relay, he has made
history.
Lochte was expected to stun
Phelps and the rest of the competition at these Olympics. He has won
two gold medals so far, but could not
fend off France’s Agnel in the last leg
of the 4x100 relay, and only got fourth
place in the 200 meter freestyle.
Lochte still has two events to prove

Solution to Crossword
from page 18

5
6
3
4
2
1

himself, but even after building up a
huge fan base and making it this far,
he’s still no Michael Phelps.
For the first time since 1996, the
U.S. women’s gymnastics team has
won gold in the team competition.
Russia and Romania earned silver
and bronze, respectively. China, the
gold-medal winners from the Beijing
Olympics, only earned fourth place
in Tuesday’s team final. Russia made
some serious mistakes in their floor
exercises immediately before the U.S.
had to compete in that event, which
gave the girls some confidence.
Gabrielle Douglas, Jordyn Wieber,
and Alexandra Raisman competed
for the U.S., each delivering solid performances. Before they even finished,
it was clear that the U.S. would win
gold. Next up for the women’s team
is the individual all-around event,
which Shawn Johnson won in Beijing.
Douglas and Raisman will compete
for gold on Thursday, with Douglas
expected to take home the gold.
As of Tuesday, the U.S. is second
to China in the medal count. Both
countries have 23 medals, but China
has 13 gold medals to U.S.’s 9. Look
out for more swimming, gymnastics,
and cycling as the games continue
into August.
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MIT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

is proud to sponsor the 17th season of the

GEORGE OGATA, Music Director & Conductor
Please join us for a very special night of music
FRIDAY AUGUST 3, 2O12 at 8 PM
KRESGE AUDI TORIUM, MIT

free for all to attend

PROGRAM
PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY (1840 – 1893)

Manfred Symphony in B minor, Op. 58
I. Lento lugubre
II. Vivace con spirito
III. Andante con moto
IV. Allegro con fuoco
ABOUT MITSPO

The MIT Professional Education mission is to provide a gateway to
renowned MIT research, knowledge and expertise for those engaged
in science and technology worldwide, through advanced education
programs designed for working professionals.
HTTP://PROFESSIONALEDUCATION.MIT.EDU

Now in its 17th season, the MIT Summer
Philharmonic Orchestra (MITSPO) has been the
preeminent summer community orchestra for
nearly two decades. Made up of top musicians
of the MIT community and the general Greater
Boston area, MITSPO hosts a single concert event
every summer.
Learn more at: HTTP://WWW.MITSPO.ORG/
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